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Liondon, July 24. John F. Hayes,
of the
Athletic club,
was declared the winner in the Marathon race here today, the biggest
event of the Olympic games, Hayes
came in second, but Dorando, of Italy, who reached the stadium first,
collapsed before he had finished the
course.
Dorando collapsed when 200 yards
from the finish and was unable to
finish.
Officials picked him up and
practically carried him to the finish.
The American Immediately entered a
protest against the assistance
rendered Dorando and the protest was
upheld.
Hayes came in two minutes after
Dorando and reached the finish withHefferon, of South
out assistance.
Africa, came In after Hayes and the
second place goes to him. Joseph
t'orshaw, of the Missouri Athletic
club, takes third place and A. K. Wel-doAmerican, was fifth In.
Crowds began to assemble along
the course early in the morning and
t.' ht ge gathering witnessed the great,
est event of the Olympic games. The
distance run was 2 miles and 385
yards, the finish being once around
the Immense stadium where the games
are being held. Dorando's time when
be was helped across the line was 2
hours, 54 minutes. 46 seconds.
After reaching the stadium he stag,
gered along the course a short distance and fell down. Officials rushed
to his assistance and helped him the
remaining 200 yards to the finish.
Two minuies later Hayes came in and
finished the race without assistance.
In the final pole vault today A. C.
Gilbert, of Yale, and W. T. Cooke, of
Cornell, tied for first and second
places, with 12 feet, 2 Inches.
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BILL
AGED

Iloiisv of lord Pues Measure in
Homo
Sp.U' of AtUU'k by
licry unil Lord Cromer.

lrd

London, July 24. The House of
Lords bus paused the second reading
e
pension bid, thus
of tin;
its becoming u law.
In the course of the debate Lord
Itohcoery and Lord Cromer both attacked the measure on the ground of
its socialistic tendencies,
both predicting that it would eventually involve the country In a policy of protection. Lord Roaebery described the
measure as thu most important bill
submitted
to Parliament In forty
years, and c.ted ill" pension system
in the United State as au example
of what such a bill might b ad to.
Lord Kosebery declared that it wa
the first duty of the country to prepare for the European conflict which
probably would be forced upon Ureat
Britain
before many years. He
thought that the bill, by entailing a
protect ve policy, would tend to widen
the breach between Great Britain and
foreign nations and thus increase the
danger of war.
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HAILWAY ADVERTISING.
Chicago, July 24. Closer analysis
of the aecision by Judge Kohlsaat in
tile Moiion pass case develops a ray
of hope for the publishers, and the
ladroadN who desire to exchange
for transportation.
It had
been thought that the decision absolute!) forbade anything but actual
money being accepted In payment for
transportation from one state to another. Attorney Kretiiinger, one of
the counsel, today admitted that the
decision pormlis. the railroads
and
publishers to continue their former
busin.-.-,relations until the case Is
finally passed upon by the United
States supreme court, to which an appeal ha? been taken. The court does
not convene uni t the last week la
October, and will then have to take
up an unusually large docket. In the
Usual course the Monon case would
probably not be reiched for two or
three years, unless the attorney general or the publishers move to advance it.
s
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United States- - Prince Is Central Figure in hs Crai d

sentatives In Saving the
Country's Natural Resources
and Experts Advise

MUTINY

Elections is Kead This Morning-News
Creates Great
Joy But Order Prevails.

Celebration

Washington, July 24. Actual work
on the first inventory of the n.Vurtl
resources of the United States has begun. Under the direction of the national conservation commission it will
be carried on vigorously throughout
the summer. in.a la necessary ia older to enable the commission to r.iak
the report which President Roosevelt
has requested of it for January first
next.
A' meeting of the chiefs of bureaus
of the executive department has been
held, and the heads of the various
divisions concerned with the country's
natural resources have offered their
hearty
in the great task
which the commission has undertaken. So now, within only a few day
over a month (ram the date the national conservation commission was
named by the president, active work
is going on in every bureau of the
no
and concentration,
government which can furnish maenergy and no duplica- -'
misdirected
terial available for the commission's tion. Accordingly, bulletins of prog--:
report.
to th
A great amount of this material a ress and information are issued state
the
already available in the government officers of the commissions,
and others, and a volumdepartments; other important parU f commissions
up. In
it, however, will be collected through inous correspondence Is kept
work, Complex and scatspecial channels. Among these will be this way the
tered a it is, is effectively centralised
the state conservation
commissions, and
'
simplified. governors
are- appointing,
which' the
organsome
great
and
of the
national
PROTECTS FISHERMEN'.
izations w hich were represented at the
Washington, July 24. To guard
White House conference and whlcn against friction pending the settlehave entered with spirit into the gen- ment before VThe Hague tribunal of
eral conservation movement. In oth-- , respective
of American fisherer words, the machinery for making men In Newrights
waters the dethe first inventory ever attempted of partment of Foundland
yesterday reached
stale
resources
the
of the nation has been
foreign
set in motion and is running smoothly. an agreement with the British present
for
extension
of
otiice
the
the
Gifford Plnchot, chairman of the modus vlvendl governing fishers to
commission, hus changed his plans cover
the approaching fishing season.
and will shortly return to Washington to continue personal supervision
of the woik. By early fall the commission expects to have in hand suf- DEMOCRATS MEET
ficient material to begin the study oX
the stock of the country's resources,
TO SELECT MANAGER
and by the middle of October it hopes
to have the great part of this material in hand. 'His will be necessary Bryan
ttinl Kern Confer Willi Comin order that the full commission,
mit
at Ciilvugu Tomeeting
Tuesday,
which holds its first
TOW.
luol
1,
may
Washington,
in
at
December
once lake up the study of the facts
Chicago, July 24. Thomas Tag-gar- t,
tvhich the summer's work has brought
a member of the subcommittee
together. One week later the com- of the Democratic national commif.ee
will
a
meeting
hold
in of eleven appointed to select a
mission
Joint
Washington with the governors of the
manager, arrived here toi'ay.
states, or their representatives, with Candidates Bryan and Kern will arsecuring
a view of
further mid closer rive tomorrow morning.
with the various state
cuiiuniss oils.
Fairview, July 24. W. J. Bryan deTlie commission has devised a new voted today largely to 'tearing up
o
by
and interesting method
which
correspondence preparatory to his deA schedule of parture for Chicago this a'to-noocoil. it this material.
inquiries embracing the whole sub- In the mail today was a letter from
ject of conservation waters, forests, liourke Cock ran of New Yrk. conlands and minerals 1ms been ar gratulating him on the nomination
ranged and sent to each bureau chief and pledging him his active support.
with a request for suggestions and
criticism. This has resulted in obtaining the expert advice of the men TAOS COUNTY IS
at tin- - Inad of the different bureaus
Mho will
immediate charge of
FOR ANDREWS TOO
tin; collection of the material.
President ltooseveit, who is keeping In very
close, touch with the commission, ha
)
Taos. N. M., Juiy 24.
approved this method and has written
Tne Republicans of Taos county will
to m h chief of bur. au a letter commending the enthusiastic,
hold then county convention August
shown by the bureau chiefs and em- 15 and it uppcirs to be the concensus
phasizing his belief In the great im- or opinion that .he delegates will be
portance of the work the national instructed for W. II. Andrews.
Charley Kpiess of tian Miguel coun.
conservation commission has in hand.
Among the government bureaus ty. who says lie is a candidate for del.
which will furnish a large part of the tgate to Congress, is in Taos county
Important information the commission today and is making a big effort to get
help. Mr. Spies has a number of
is seeking are the bureau of corporations of the department of commerce friends in this county, but in view
and labor, under Commissioner Her- of Mr. Andrews' record and the Isbert Knox Smith; the bureau of cen- sues which will be at stake before the
sus, under Director North; the forest next Congress, this county is very faservice, under the direct supervision vorable to the muri who does things.
of the chairman of the commission
Socially, Mr. Spiess will find his
and Overton W. Price, secretary of trip here iul e a success, but politicthe forest section of the commission; ally he will lind that there are Anthe reclamation service, under Direc- drews tracks all over this section.
tor Newell; the geological survey, under Director Smith; the corps of en- TWENTY-FIVWORKMEN'
gineers of the army, under its new
N TINNEI,
DKOWNKD
chief. General William L Marshall,
Heme, Switzerland, July 24. Twenty-fand almost every bureau under the ive
Italian
workmen In the
d. jmrtnn nt of agriculture.
Loetchburg tunnel In the Bernese
among all the agen- Alps were drowned today after drillcies now engaged in this Inventory ing through a wall which separated
taking is a conspicuous feature. Tak- them from a subterranean river or
ing the membership of the national lake, the existence of which was uncommission and the several member- known. Water nov f iK.a the tunnel.
ships of the state commissions together, the number of persons engaged
TO AFRICA WITH ROOsKVKl.T.
and interested in the work is very
Colorado Springs, Colo., July 24.
large. One of the most important u Seth Bullock, marshal of South Dareinents is, therefore, to make sure kota, has been invited to accompany
that every step of the work Is known President ltooseveit On his hunt for
to all who are sharing It, so that big game In Airlca next year. Hul-loi- k
there may be the utmost amount of
accepted.
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Greets Prince of Wales on Behalt Imperial Edict Assembling Cham- of President and People of ihe
bcr of Deputies and Ordering

let-me-

10 PENSION

MAKES
A SHOsT

IN TASK

ATHLETE The Government Bureaus Work
In Harmoney With State Repre-

When First Ma:; U Dropped From
Exhaustion he Was Carried to
the Finish But Americans
Protested Which Was
Finally Upheld

1

Events In History of Quebec Young Turks Party Is Master
Shown by Magnificent
of Situation Winning
Pageant Yesterday
Long Battle for
Evening
Constitution.

ALL DEPARTMENTS

OFFICIALS HELP

Show-

WALES SULTANIVIAKtSPROMlSE

MAUD WONT

Report Showing How Coun
try's Products Can be
to be Made in
Italian Came In First But he
January
Collapstd and Hayes Fin.
Ished Without Any
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Quebec, July 24. The Prince of
Wales was again the central figure
of the celebration yesterday even'ng
marking the 300th anniversary of the
founding of Quebec. The prince received at the Place Des Arme; liie
representatives
of France and the
Un.ted Mates, the nrayor of Quebec,
and reviewed a long procession w.'i'rh.
represented the historical periods in
Quebec life. This was follJ,vei by
a display of fireworks and a t.auqjjt.
is 'epresentatlve of the UnlU'l
Status Vice President Fairbanks made
a short address, greeting the prince
in the name of the president of the
United States and reviewing the close
relationship
anj
between Britain
America. He said in part;
Your Royal Highness;
I acknowl- edge with grateful appreciation the
welcome which you so generously ex
tend. The sentiments which you are
pleased to express with regard to my
1 receive with profound sen- MINERSCOMMITTEE HAS SOLDIERS DIE Hi STORM country
siblllty. They are renewed evidence
coruiai goou wm
whioh ftas so 7loiig existed between the
REACHED WORKING
United States and Great Britain, and
WHILE CAMPING AT
w.U tend to strengthen and preserve
their amicable relations.
It Is with unusual pleasure I bring
AGREEKcHT
GETTYSBURG
you greetings from the president and
the people of the' United States, who
rejoice with you In the progress you
have made 4n the manifold
ways
Western Federation at Denver Three Are Guardsmen Struck whlch make for the strength and
honor of a great people. We are not
Adopts Plan Whereby Two
Down by Lightning and
Indifferent to your welfare nor are
you Indifferent to ours. The blood of
Bodies Work In Unison
Fifty Others Injured.
a common ancestrty U in our veins. '
We have much in common. We glory
In many of the same traditions and
EXECUTIVE BOARDS
have the same Jurisprudence. Our
GOVERNOR STUART
standards of civilisation are alike,1
SETTLE ALL QUESTIONS
BURIED UNDER TENT Here, side by side, owing allegiance

Belgrade, Servia, July 34. Cipher
dispatches from the European Tillages of Macedonia declare the Young"
Turks are complete masters of the
All Turkish authorities)
situation.
surrendered
themselves into tholr
hands.
Vienna, July 24. It is reported
here that the tow lis of Monastlr, Us-kand tialoalca are In the hands of
the Young Turks. Order is maintained everywhere.
ub

Belgrade, July 24. The entire
rlson at Uskub is reported to hs,ve
mutinied and Albanians are said to
be marching upon the city, although.
mere im nouiing 10 snow wnemer luey
lM mutiny or sl
?ropo8 lo
leml l uau
Salonlca, July 24. An imperial
firman restoring to Macedonia th
constitution of IS 76 was read publicly
in this city this morning In the pres-ence of c)vU and mUlry authorities)
and immes orderly crowds. Great
ellthuajiwm prevailed
'Constantinople,

July 24 An Imperial
miirnlnv nrHa m thm
assembling of the chamber of depu
ties In accordance with a constitution,
which has been elaborated by the,
sultan. Necessary orders for holding
th elections are issued. The conetl- tution is practically the one worked
out in 187.
The immediate cause of the sultan'a
raisins of the white flu was a tela- gram from tha Albanrans of Uskub
informing him that they had takea
thelr oatn to favor the
Up to thl
ment of a constitution.
tlme the BUi,atn had been under th
impression
depend upon th
he could
,,
,
.
to dlffriflt Rni'arAlirntjnH
w. aa .In A1
nanians in an circumstances.
uoa s providence, to work out our
destiny. We wish you that contentVienna, July 24. Marshall Oamaa
ment which comes from the cultiva- Fell!
Pasha, the new commander of
tion of the arts of peaceful Industry Monastlr,
has been seised and carried
under those political
institutions
by a band of Young Turks, accordwhich are the guaranty of Justice off
t ing to a telegram received today from
r
llnl lilistrtir a mi-- i i tw
m."
The United States and Canada hava'CT
"'T r,ep"rted ,that in
but fairly entered upon their careers.
'i'
Young
favor
lhs
Turks may be ex- Kurh h
v,t re. oih
settled or unoccupied where many pet"d wlthln a few da- The signatory powers to the Berlin
will make th.dr hnm,. in th fi.n.r.
of
Many millions will be added to our treaty have no Preent Intention
population, and to yours. We have "terferlng with the course of evenU
each made much advance In the 'n Turkey.
scale of civilization and are gratified
with the progress we have made.
Hack of us lies a brief but honorable WANT ROUStVEll
history and before us stretch illimitable opportunities.
We confidently
10 AID MURDERER
believe that we are each destined to
play a large and worthy part In tha
progress of the human race upon the
western continent. We have no rivalIlls lulcrferciioe Is Asked iu Iteliall
ries except In the ways of peace. We
lu Carried the 1 big
of Alan
neither covet the other's territory. We
C'uiM'y.
at
covet only each other's esteem. We
rest upon a common frontier more
Seattle, Wash., July 24. Friends
than, five thousand miles In length, of A. K. Rose today sent a telegram
it is crossed and rue loosed by instru- to President ltooseveit ask ng that he
mentalities of commerce which tend interfere ill behalf of Hose, who is
to strengthen
our neighborly ties. In jail, charged with murder.
Hose,
Tht-rare no fortifications upon our on Saturday night shot and killed K.
frontier and no battleships upon the W. Joseph, Kibe was a special Interwaters which divide us, and we be- preter to Colonel ltooseveit in Cuba
lieve und fervently hope that there during the Spun h
He is said
will never be need of any defensive to viand high in the president's favor
preparation between us.
given
medal
and has a
him for bravAs we behold this majestic celebraery in the Cuban campaign. It was
tion in which the representatives of Koe that planted
the Stars and
different nations participate and wit Stripes on the fort at El Cuney, and
ness the manifestations of a genuine Colonel ltooseveit then recommended
fraternal spirit among them, we are to Congress that some recognition on
Impressed with the thought that there given him for his bravery.
is no rational reason
why nations
Hose is a member of one of the
should resort to war. May we not, local camps of Spanish-America- n
War
on this theater of past conflicts, sur- Veterans, and his comrades have takround d now by the impressive mon- en steps to raise funds for his deuments of peace, venture to hope that fense. He says that Joseph induced
the widespread movement which seeks him and his wife to obtain a d vorce
to Insure the maintenance of peace that they might retain their property
among the nations of the world with- against a suit that was pending, with
out Invoking thw sword, may grow in the understanding that they were to
strength and at no distant day
remarry. Instead Joseph married her
Incorporated as a part of the himself.
fixed policy of nations. To advocate
measures to the maintenance of International tranquillity, to endeavor to HITCHCOCK MEETS
substitute reason for force, Is not evidence of any decay In the courage of
manhood of nations, but It Is the
LEADERS AT CK CAGO
proclamation of the great truth that
modern civilization Is not a failure. It
.
Is a failure If it does not substitute I'rliii'iiml lliiidiitariT will lie
in Windy lily Auitil-- 15.
for force the serene and
chamber of reason and deliberation.
Chicago. July 24. Republican leadThere Is such a thing as righteousness among nations. Let them take ers frfin cU'lit middle west stales met
their differences Into lntrnatlonal at the Auditorium Annex here today,
courts of Justice and there let reason with Chairman Hitchcock. The prm.
clpal headquarters of the Republican
management will be opened in Chicago August 15
(Cuntinucd on Page Pour.)
lrttilA

luMlltid
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Denver, July 24. The Western
Federation of Miners today adopted
a working agreement with the Unite!
Mine Workers of Aqierlca, recommended by a committee appointed to
consider the question. The agreement
provides the federation shall grant no
more charters to coal miners, but
locals already organized shall be
maintained and organizers continued
where such locals exist, and that all
questions of jurisdiction shall be referred to the executive boards of the
two organizations.

Gettysburg, Pa,, July 24. An
search throughout Camp Hayes,
where 10,000 men of the National
guard of Pennsylvania have been in
camp a week, and which was visited
lust nihl by a terrific electrical and
wind storm, shows three soldiers
struck dead by lightning and nearly
a half hundred other persons injured.
it was probably the wildest night
the historic battleground has experienced since thu memorable Juy , 18(3.
Cots in the hospital tent are filled
with Injured, some of whom are
women and children who had been
visiting the camp. Governor Stuart's
3IG LUMBER MERGER
tent was blown down and the governor and his guests were burled under
DECLARED A FAILURE the canvas. A tail Iron flagstaffGen-in
front of Governor Stuart's and
eral Wiley's tents was struck by lightning, stunning several members of the
and I tresters Would Not governor's staff.
IJsu-In the case of each man killed the
tu I'niwn and Ilie Project
new army puttees furnished just be1 Abandoned.
fore the men went Into camp were
torn from their limbs, the steel ribs
Chicago, July 24. The "gigantic being exposed. Some of the officers
lumber merger" planned jii the Audi- believe the steel attracted tlie light
leading ning.
torium hotel by twenty-fiv- e
lumbermen, transformed itself into a
passing dream. The "good angels,"
Frederick K. Weyerhauser, America's FEWtR JAPANESE
lumber king, and Kdward Hilies of
the linn s Lumber company, have de
parted for the r homes, displeased but
COME TO AMERICA
hopeful.
The nasuo for thu abandonment of
the project, which was to have been
x
capitalized at Jut)'), 000,000, was given Government Keport Shows Large
by J. It. While of Kansas City and
in Immigration From
J. A. Freeman of St. Louis. They
tlie Orient.
said the committee decided it was i'
possible to effect the consolidation be
cause the lumbermen end foresters
Washington, July 24. According to
would not listen to a union.
figures just issued by the department
"It's a dream," Mr. White said. "Mr. of commerce and labor, 960 Japanese
W'c) erhauser as much as told me that entered the country during June, as
himself. A number of men met in St. compared with 2,224 arriving from
LuU several weeks ago to discuss Japan in June, 1907. This is a desuch a consolidation and appointed a crease of
There was a slight
committee to perfect the plan. When Increase In Immigration from China,
tin- - committee nu t here the folly of 120 coming from
that country, or
the project gradually dawned upon more than n June, 1907.
them."
Among the applicants debarred on
An attempt will be made again to account of loathsome
or dangerous
launch the merger, according to sev- diseases, by far the greatest number,
eral lumbermen who are attending 13 2, were denied admission because
the convention at the Beach hotel.
tiny had trachoma. Only 63 contract
The meeting of the association was laborers were debarred.
Under the
devoted to the dUeuaslon of the de- provisions of the Chinese exclusion act
pression In lumber circles. All re- 23 would-b- e Immigrants were declined
ported, however, that business had admission. There are no figures given
been better In the last few months.
to indicate how many Orientals gaining admissions Illegally to the country
in ins absence.
wi re apprehended and deported, but
win: si.ain
Boston. July 24. The body of Mrs. this work Is being prosecuted with
Km ma l'ayro, lii years
old, was vigor.
The total Immigration for June was
found gagged and with the throat cut,
crushed into a small closet In her but 11.947, which Is a decrease of
home today. The husband, Charles 122.787 from the record of the prevl-ou- s
June.
Pnvro, found It.
ail-nig- ht
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Means Sure and Abundant Crops and Rapid Increase in Value of Both Water Rights and Land.
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Tlio leading Ucfiiihllcnn dully mid weekly novsinor of tlio. Southwest.
Tlio advocate of ltciihliiiiu principles and the "NiiiHro lel."

Valencia County
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Chicago World's
Fair and Gold
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Medal Charles-

STATEHOOD FOR NEW MEXICO"

(Valencia County
took Second l'rize
Columbian Exposicion)

suits and rather rude English.

Some fools and their money are soon married while others are divorced.

Hill Taft, Bill Bryan and Bill Hearst.

This is the aste of Biils.

there are other

Then

AV.

'

Peace hath her victories as well as war
lot of battleships to retain them.

but

Is now

id

FIVE

PAYMENTS

PURCHASES.

Don't Wait, Write Now.

n.isjt.1' 4

all right and Its

-?-

.:3ss'w

"snay

charming maiden.
"Thought so,' I gro;mi-dand 1
plugged on my way, very much di.-eomfited. At thr turn in thu road 1
looked buck and the muid was throwing another stone in the babbling water.
It waa In the lute afternoon of
the next day that entered the home
of IhH Carrions. A sol inn servant ush
ered me inttwa darkened room and
left me with the assurance thai soon
Miss Carson
or later the puragon-iik- e
would be down. 1 did not eare greatly
In remulfl lnit:lil'H fill- If alio
ever. There was the picture and the
report of the small brother and well,
I began prancing about the room
seeking distraction. On the table was
a stack of photographs and I reached
for them. The first one was an excellent snapshot ofj myslef and the
green fields maiden playing at kissing.
"Great Scott!" I moaned, and Miss
Carson entered.
She
The gloom was increasing.
greeted me very coldly, increasing my
happiness. Then I began to fell my

lis

n&wsar

T

DAILY SHORT STORIES

Will the Morning Democrat please Inform the woitmg public where Mr.
Larrazulo will receive his next enthusiastic reception?

BXAISlIOTS AT KISSING.

Fifteen thousand men employed in the factories of Southern Illinois
will at least believe In the ability of the Sunshine club to do things.

lty Stuart It. Stone.
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1

has been dlsejjjyered at last. A Pennsylvania man
killed himself because his neighbor's wife refused to elope with him.
A real gentleman

X
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stopped where the Cold Kun brook
crossed the Andover road and lay
in me cooi
Hat upon my back
green ahade by the lazy water. I had
not been there 10 minutes until there
k
and a splash of wawas a
ter and 1 scrambled to my feet half
drenched and thoroughly aggravated.
girl,
1 faced
a laughing, charming
with a blue sunbonnet dangling from
her neck, and a second large atone
raised for further splashing.
"1 beg your pardon," she said, very
sedately. Then w hen I spat out a gill
of water, she giggled.
Now a minute before I had been
thinking of Massie Carson. It was emi- way.
nently titling and high time that I
"It's delightful weather," I
should have done so. for from my
suid
"I don't agree with you
vnuth uu 1 had been coached In the
inuntlform good qualities of Miss Car- - Maz e Carson.
This was cheering, and I essayed
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wooing. And when 1 had fually com
"Mv dear Miss Carson." 1 raged, "I
posed myself to serious meditation up- am fully aware that 1 that I should
kisson the goodly qualities of her whom not roam about the country-sid- e
I should have adored, here came this ing wonderfully beautiful women, jut
causy wood nymph with the most begging and witching laughter.
"What In the world do you mean!''
It was hardly fair and I climbed shrieked Mazle,
Again I groaned; "You don't
the fence to tell her. But somehow
It was the long, drooping eyelashes
"Kissing beautiful women roaming
that caught me and I said Instead:
"You are maddeningly charming, around the countryside oh, good"
my dear Miss
ness gracious!' she wailed and began
Thank you, kind sir," she said, to walk the floor.
I think I was Insane at that mo
pursing the red Hps.
"I ' have a ment. Anyhow I sprang from my
I leaned still nearer.
mind to kiss you," I told her.
chair and made a headlong rush for
eyebrows. "That j the door. Miss Mazle Carson had halt
fche arched her
bay winwould oe very wrong," she said grave ed In the full glare from
dow and there was something about
I was sure I could detect a twinkle the
chin, the drooping eyebeneath th drooping lashes and I lashes that brought me up short.
Then
bent to carry out my word.
"Oreat Scott!" I shouted for the
"click" went somehting behind mo, second time that afternoon, and Jumpand I turned like a man caught in an ed at her.. Ju.'t when I had my eager
ungodly act. A freckled barefoot Imp arms around her I heard another
fled laughing. He carried a kodak.
"click" In the gloom.
"Who Is that imp?" I demanded,
"That Infernal kid!" I cronned once
more, as Mazie looked up at me smil- sh aniefaeedly
"He's the Carson boy." said my Ing contentedly

Nobody but a poet Would ever dream of attempting to nominate C. A.
Spiess of Las Vegas for delegate to Congress over a man with a record like
Andrews.

ker-cliun-

Eight persons were drowned recently In one day near Boston, but the
stock of baked bean aristocrats does not seem to have been perceptibly
lessened.
An army surgeon has just announced that tea Is a fine germ destroyer.
However, that is not the kind of germ destroyer the average soldier delight."
tn drinking.
The Las Vegas Optic says it represents the Republican party. Doesn't
the Optic know that the Morning Democrat of this city has had .that Job
(or some time pas.?
A New York auto manufacturer points out an item of prosperity In the
fact that the orders for new devil wagons are double the number of a year
ago. The worst is then over.
An Emporia (Kans.) woman unmercifully cowhided a man for cruelly
Seating his horse. That woman will always be held In high respect in her
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"What a summer girl likes about 'Tie seashore is a man," says that
cental philosopher, Mr. Driftwood Armstrong. What she really likes, however, is several men.

Co.

j

,

community, even If she doesn't get married right away.

Con-Sre-

NO TAXES,

,

Socorro county starts the Dall rolling by instructing Its delegates for W.
H. Andrews. Bernalillo county will do the same.

All that fear about the election of W. H. Andrews for delegate to
la considerably allayed when It Is recalled ttvat there is no Hagermar
administration to conspire against him this time.

NO INTEREST,

Soil Reports and Literature Mailed Free.

COMPANY
DEVELOPMENT
BLUEWATER
ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MEXICO.

There Is nothing but trouble 'brewing In 'the south these days, where
once upon a time there were other things brewing.

g.

know-then?-

The meanest man lives right here In Albuquerque. His daughter's beau
called lasi night to ask for the young lady's hand. Father gave consent
promptly and Incidentally borrowed ten from the young man.
machine is mightier
Bryan appears to think that the
than the steam roller, lie has been busy sending out slot machines containpenny-in-the-sl-

Corner of ibo Blutwater Reservoir.

MAINTENANCE CHARGC,

For First Three Ye.trs After Purchase.

The good die young except In some Instances where they are so homely
'
be bad if they wanted to.

pleasing to note that the Commercial club
fflcers qu te competent, slrce Kelly got a Job.

n 0n

ON

NO WATER

It. generally takes quite a

they couldn't
Is

Jcr

so many things

Judge Parker has Jus boarded the band wagon. However, the tension
on the springs will not be greatly Increased.

It

Cheap Lumber,
Lime and Firewood,
Splendid Grazing
in the Foothills.

APPLE COUNTRY

H. Andrews for delegate to CongreRS against

It must be hard to be a presidential candidate and have
to worry over these hot days.

-

Cheap Coal,

THE COMING

bills.

Bernalillo county ts for
any man now In the field.

1

VEGETABLES,
(I guess yes 1)

The question that Is now bothering Mr. Larrazolo is as to who will be

the goat" this fall.

"

VALLEY

Sy.-tem-

ton Exposition)

OATS,
Is full of libel

BLUEWATER

Santa Fe Railroad.
Two Railroad Stations,
Many Passenger
Trains Daily,
Freight Trains
Every Hour.
Telephone and
Telegraph Service,
Modern Irrigation
.
Deep,
Rich Soil.
Shallow
Well Water.
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BEETS,
CORN,
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In Now

AliUl'Qt'EHQl'K CITIZEN IS:

The air

You
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matter nt tlio
Kntcrrxl as second-clas- s
nndrr Act of Omsrcws of Marvii S, 1H19.
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for

Reservoir

WILLIAM F. BROGAN

S. STRICKLER

Best

Mr, Farmer and Mr. Investor
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By the Citizen Publishing Company of Albuquerque, New Mexico.
UT.

"Tie

Scientific Rain Making"
Immense Modern Storage

PUBLISHED DAILY AND WEEKLY

ot

ing records t)f his speeches.

Albuquerque and Las
Vegas

i

The CliUen dislikes to do it, but honesty compels us to Inform the confiding public that the murket reports Indicate a shortage in the turkey crop.
However, it's still a long time until Thanksgiving.
The Denver Republican is giving considerable editorial space to a grave
to show that th Navajo Indians are not on the war path. Down
here in New Mexico, the matter is not even given that serious consideration.

argument

The sultan is In more trouble. His army is in a mutinous state on account of the failure of the paymaster to materialize. This Is no new experience, for the Turk has t he bad habit of foi getting his obligations to his
oldiers, but there is an ominous feature abou tlie present strike which will
make the Porte feel anything but sublime. The young Turkey party Is at
the bottom of the trouble, and is implanting .he idea in the minds of the
soldiers that a sovereign who does not pay is not worth lighting for, and
the result Is mutinies and desertions on a wholesale stale.
In

Original approbation for federal
Additional appropriation fur fedeial building..
Appropriation for National lrrigat .mi congress.
Total

(Incorporated)
It will rain again and you will need
a pair of rubbers. We have all sizes
for men, women and children. Prices
run from 60 to 85 cents. C. May's
Shoe Store, 314 West Central avenue.

against the rebels until they hid

build ng

& Co,

FROM. A VACATION BESORT AD

a South American republic refused to go into the felil
been paid. In this country, when there
ts a chance for a right you couldn't keep the young American out of the
army if you paid him to s iy at home.
The troops

Goss Kelly

.1100 .000
.
30 000
.
30.000
i

1160,000

St. Louis Times: There died in New Jersy the other day a woman who
had lived through the admlnisir ition of every president save lliat .if Washington. Contemplating the civil'zation surrounding us. It seems Impossible
that the government which has made possible our progress has existed no
longer than the length of one ripened life. The thought Is cheering; it
limitless possibilities. If within a century and a few years we have
gained the eminent heights we now occupy. wlui will be the result of another hundred years of striving?

Doctor Nacamull will be back from
Kurope in September and will be at
his office In the N. T. Armijo building
about September 15, 1908.
EVERYBODT READS THE ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN BECAUSE
WE GET THE NEWS FIRST.

BANK ? COMMERCE
OF ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
DEPOSITORY A. T.

&

S. F. RAILROAD 'CO.

BUg-ges- ti

The shah Is n"t having a walkover In Persia. At latest accounts the
revolutionists in Tabriz were in,. king It hot for hi troops, who fled to the
hills, leaving the rebels in charge. The victorious party, as soon as the
soldiers were driven out. descended upon the house of the adherents of
and sacked them, thus demonstrating the intimate relation between
loot and patriotism In the Orient. The advantage gained is not likely to
long. The next batch of intelligence will probably inform us that the
hah Is on top in Tabriz.

en-du- ra

WOOI1MKX OF THE WOULD.
Meet Everv Friday Evening

At I Sharp.
ELKS' THEATER.
Id. F.
E. W. Moore, C. C.
D. E. Phillip. Clerk.
401 West Lead Ave.
VISITING SOVEREIGNS WEL- -

wipmt in
h

COME.

REPORT OF CONDITION
RESOURCES.
$ 965,048.84
loans and discounts
Cjsb and dut turn other
384,837.78
.banks
26,200.00
All other resources$1,376,086.62

JULY 6, 1908.
INABILITIES.

....

Capital, surplus and
protits
Depsslts
.
All ither Liabilities

S23I.247.06

l.09?,3!0.90
57,528,66
$1,376,086.62
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ALT3TTQTTEHQUE

ARIZONA
ARE ALREADY

CONGRESS

AT WORK

PAOK TlllttCB.

j

AROUND NEW MEXICO

j;

EXHIBIT AT

CITIZEN.

a Little

Five well drilling ou.flls are ene
George Hughes, an
resigaged In prospecting for coal, oil, gas dent at Lonlsburg. was killed a few
una water around Carthage.
ugj by a flou lbui st. The down,
das
pour earned away the cabin Hughes
Improvement
from note Grady, was occupying und caught him
IJu.iy county: "Mrs. Miller has added
Ills body was f un.l tw, miles
to her claim a Mexico mansion, more from where the cabin haj stood.
commonly called a half dugou..
A big ditch digging
has
The Baptists at WMlard nie to .irrtved at Rnswell and will be employed in excavating for s rvvor
bulid n chu:?h as the result of i reunit a waterworks system,
vival held there recently. A bt for
the
the
istructuie nas been donated. ci.nrnctors for this work being unable to secure labor at the price they
were w illing t pay.
The desert land entrymen at
have formed an association for
There Is some rurios'ty to learn
mutual protection.
the event of a the Ihtind used by the tjuay county
contest over any entry the associa- man who siw
a porcupine diiablng
tion minds together und each helps into his bed one night recently. It
the o.her.
is so entirely dlffeienl from the usual
procession of pink locomotives,
d
Is
awakening
to the
Las Cruces
elephants, e'.c. that the sencefact that beautiful residences and
sation must be unusual.
ment si lewalks do not go well with
league
bad roads, and a good roads
Businessmen of Kuton met last
has been organized to remedy this week and perfected the organization
defect.
of a Commercial club, which Intends
to push public Improvements.
One
The town trustees of Aztec recent- of the first things to be taken up Is
ly passed an ordinance closing
the the construction of the rtaton end of
saloons and a test case to determine the territorial scenic highway, part
the constitutionality of the ordinance of w hich, the Santa Fe an I Pecos dihas been made. Meanwhile the sa- visions, has been completed.
re running.
loons
The Las CiU"-eElectric Light com.
mndp sttmllcntlnn
to the
lianv
Artesia is trying to get a Carnegie town has
which
library. The Library association has will trustees for toa franchise
enable them
build an electric
taken the matter up and decided to car line
from the Santa Fe depot to
ask for a 15,000 building, to secure the Agricultural
college. As this Is
which the town will have to contrib-- u he first step toward an electric
car
e 500 a year for maintenance.
system and a big Improvement, the
franchise will probably be granted.
In
San Antonio is rejoicing
the
band comownership of a first-claWe have lots of music at the Recposed of local artists, who. after dil- ord office now. C. H. Putman and
igent practice behind locked doors, family are with us, and Charlie
t
consented to appear in public and brought a half dozen Instruments.
made an Instantaneous hit.
The orchestra Is made up about as
follows: Charlie plays the violin. Bird
The government has made surveys and Georgia play guitars, and the two
at Sunny side with the view of In- kids (our granchlldren) piny "Shoel."
stalling an Irrigation system on the Mrs. Cowgill and the writer play the,
Nearly a hundred thousand frenzied audience while In the near',
Pecos.
acres of land will be made available by lake the bullfrogs sound all the
"
for Irrigation if the project is carried rotes from high C to
Kenna Record.
out.

In-

Territory Generally
That Arizona plans to be well represented at the Sixteenth
National
Irrigation Congress this fall Is shown
by the action of Maricopa county,
which is planning to make a big exhibit at the exposition. Of the plans
the Arizona Republican has the lolloping to say:
Representatives of the Mesa City
chamber of commerce, the Tempe
bc.;:ri of trade and the Phoenix board
of trude, met yesterday In the office
of the Phoenix board and perfected a
working organization of the Joint
committee appointed by the.se bodies
to prepare a Alar.cupa county exhibit
for the interstate exposition at Albuquerque. Dr. J. C. Norton was elected chairman, George W. Cow gill secretary and Charles Korrlck treasurer.
were appointed
as
follows:
Finance W. E. Geach, chairman;
lr. H. F. Palmer. Chas. Korrlck, J.
W. Hugerlund.
Exhibits Chas. F. Jones, chairman; Theo Dickinson, Dr. J. W. Foss,
George VV. Cowgill.
Publicity George " W.
Cowgill,
chairman; Chas. F. Jones,,Chas. Mullen.
To Inspire enthusiasm
and start
the fashion of preparing to attend the
exhibition In person it was decided
to start a list of names of those who
would arrange their affairs to go and
give their promise to do so now nd
the following named head the list: J.
It. Cook, Dr. J. C. Norton, Geo. W.
Cowgill. Chas. Korrlck, W. E. Geach,
Dr. Palmer.
The committee plans the raising of
4650 for the expenses of the exhibition
and it la believed that with the cooperation of the people in furnishing
the exhibits a very good showing can
be made for that money. It Is requested that every farmer, gardener
or other person who has anything
thuL can be utilized as a creditable
exhibit will
with the subcommittee on exhibits. They may
leave exhibits with the secretary of
any one of the three commercial organizations at their convenience. The
committee desires the fact emphasized that it can do little
without
help. It must have exhibits and lois
of them or it can do nothing. Jt will
require mainly dry exhibits for use
at Albuquerque, such things as onions, squashes, pumpkins,
grains,
seeds of all kinds, cotton, ramie corn
and a score of things there is not
lieed for mentioning
here. Green
goods will be hard to handle and it is
not intended to take along glass Jar
exhibits in any quantity tor the reason that they are hard to handle and
are likely to break or be ruined. However, every.hlng possible, both green
and dry, is wanted by the three boards
and such things as cannot be shipped
can be preserved and kept on display
here. That is equally as important
for during the exposition excursions
are to be run from Albuquerque to
this valley, and it is Just as desirable
to have good displays for the visitors
here as It is to have them In Albuquerque. The reader can see the reason for the emphatic request of the
citizens generally to bring In anything
and everything they have that they
can spare, that Is suitable for display
here or anywhere else.
And in request of the dry displays,
pumpkins, squashes, corn or anything
else, it is hoped the samples brought
w ill not be sUngy.
Two or three hun-dre- .t
big fine pumpkin coald be utilized and to get them It will probably
be necessary to ask for a thousand.
An effort will be made to secure
the loan of 3 000 os rich egg shells.
If so many can be found on the ostrich farms of the valley, and big
cases of piumage are also desired.
In tact, they must be had if this Industry is to be presented as it ought
to be.
A special exhibit that Mr. Jones of
Mesa is going to try and make
or
have made, will be a Salt river valley
farm, intensively cultivated. This is
r.ot a picture, but the real thing,
though it will be a model only. He
proposes to lay ou. this farm with a
few inches of soil on top of a big
box on eanors.
This little farm he
will ditch In model Irrigation style,
devoting a Held a couple of feet
fquarp to barley an onion bed a foot
square, a lettuce patch somewhere
else, e.c. etc.. showing as nearly as
possible all the valley crops In a
small area, growing In valley soil.
Tne seed will be planted in time o
the crops will Just be coming up
nicely when the exposition opens. Another thing: The committees
want ideas. They don't know it all
and know that they don't know It all.
They want anybody who can make
UKgcstion to do so. Tell it to Mr.
Jones. I r. Norton, Mr. Cowgill or any
of the committeemen ami do it now.
A month from now will be too late.
The coinmit.ee is ready for business
and wants all sorts of
from grains to rutabagas.
es

The Remedy That Do-a- .
"Dr. Kings New Discovery la ta
remedy that does the healing; othen
promise but fall to perform," aayt
Mrs. E. R. Plerson of Auburn Centr
Pa. "It is curing me of throat
lung trouble of long standing the
other treatments relieved only tea
porarily. New Discovery la doing aa,
ao much good that I feel confides
its continued use for a reasonable
length of time will restore me to p
(ect health." This renowned vougA
and cold remedy Is sold at all dealers
tOo and 11.00. Trial bottle free.
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general Frank
Postmaster
H.
Hitchcock.
Secretary of the navy Theodore E.
Burton.
Secretary of the Interior Jamea R.
Garfield.
Secretary
of agriculture
James
Wilson.
Secretary of commerce and labor-n- ot
yet selectetd.
It is impossible to avoid wonder
ing why the author of this particular
cabinet refrained from selecting a
secretary of commerce and labor. It
seems a shame that this duty should
have been shifted to the already
heavily-loade- d
shoulders of Taft. And
it is Just possible the naming of Mr.
Burton as secretary of the navy was
a Joke. Burton Is quite unable to
see that we have any need of a navy.
iioor. probably was selected as secretary of state to save the "cabinet
builder" mental labor. It Is well
known that Hoot is anxious to retire,
both on account of his health and for
other reasons, and there is not tin.
remotest chance that he would con
sent to remain in Taft's cabinet.
It Is apparent that this particular
"cabinet builder" lacks both fertility of imagination and the milk
of human kindness. He retains five
of Hoosevelt'g advisers in Taft's cab
inet, one of them, the secretary of
agriculture, already having broken all
records by serving twelve years in
the same portfolio, yet he drops
George B. Cortelyou, the champion
portfolio bolder of them all. In one
administration Cortelyou has been
secretary to the president, chairman
of the national committee, and has
held three separate cabinet Jobs. Yet
now he Is to be thrust out into the
cold, cruel world, while such rank
amateurs as Luke Wright are promised further tenure of office. It would
seem, in the name of fair play, Taft
should make a few changes in thus
cabinet that has been prepared for
him.
From the same source comes the
following line-u- p
of a cabinet for
Bryan:
Secretary of state Judson Harmon of Ohio.
Secretary of the treasury John A.
Johnson of Minnesota.
Secretary tf war George Turner
of Washington.
Attorney general William J. Gay- nor of New York.
Postmuster general Henry D. Clay- ion ot Alabama.
Secretutry of the navy Theodore
A. Bell of California.
Secretary of the Interior Thomas
M. Iatterson of Colorado.
Secretary
of
agriculture
Clark
Howe-Iof Georgia.
Secretary of commerce and labor
John Mitchell of Ill.nois.
This Isn't bad, except that It overlooks Judge Gray and that most people did not know that Clark Howell,
the Atlanta editor, was a farmer or
knew the first rudiments of farming.
But whatabout Cotter T. Bride of the
District of Columbia and oli.e James,
the faithful of the faithful.
Bride
and Jamefi have worshiped at the feet
of the great Nebraskan,
lo
these
many years, and yet they are to be
thiu.st aside while such recent converts as Harmon and Johnson sit
among the duct. There is also an
aching void where
the name of
"Charlie" Towne does not appear.
Bryan may not like to do It, but he
will have to reject this cabinet. Tile
American people would never suffer
that such rank Injustice should be the
portion of those who have followed
Bryan with bleeding feet along the
paths of adversity.
There is more or less entertainment, of course, in building cabinets
for presidents who have not yet been
elected, but the profit is not large. As
Taft and Bryan are only human It
la likely they have thought more or
less on the subject of cabinets, but it
is doubtful if they have discussed the
subject even with their intimate
friends.
After the November election the winner will begin to give
serious consideration to h;s cabinet,
but no one will remember the slates
put out In July.
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Take a Vacation.
Now is the time to take a vacation,
get out into the woods, fields and
mountains and visit the seashore, but
do not forget to take a bottle of
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy along with you. It
Is almost certain to be needed and
cannot be obtained on railroad trains
or steamships. It is too much of a
risk for anyone to leave home on
tourney without it. For 'ale by all
i sgista.
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COLORADO

Denver, Colo., July 24. Contractors for the first annual Colorado Inters, ate fair and exposition to be held
in Denver the second week In September today turned over to the company four completed buildings, exceeding their contract by ten days.
The completed buildings are for poultry, horses, horticultural and sheep
and bogs, .the latter being two structures, so in reality five buildings are
finished.
Work on the agricultural and cattle
buildings Is progressing rapidly, and
they will be ready by August 10, and
by August 20 every building at Overland park will be finished and ready
for occupancy.
Two hundred and fifty men and
seventy-fiv- e
teams are at work dally
at the park, and General Superintend,
ent H. Petrle said today that every-thin- g
would be In readiness for the
opening of the fair, so that there
would be no possible delay or handicap In receiving and placing exhibits.
"The entries ure coming In even
more rapidly than I anticipated," said
G. C. Fuller, secretary, today,
"and
indications are that we will have the
largest fair ever known for a first
year. In our horse and cat le departments we will have a particularly fine
exhibit, some of the finest herds in
the world being In the cattle barns,
and some of the highest bred horses
being In the other exhibit. In all
other departments the entries will be
very heavy. We are offering $25,000
In cash premiums and we want every,
body to come In, In some depart-ment."

Itoy Knabenshue, the famous airship man of Toledo, O., has signed the
contract to bring his passenger-carryin- g
airship to the fair, and Pain's
marvelous fireworks will be the night
feature.

Convention

Republican territorial convention
order of the Republican committee to be held at
Santa Fe on the 18th day of August.
A. D. 190S, at the Capitol building,
for the purpose of nominating a candidate for delegate to the sixty-firCongr
to represent New Mexico.
The several counties of the territory
will be enti led to representation as
follows:
Counties.
Delegates.
Bernalillo
jg
Chaves
4
Colfax
ig
,
g
Dona Ana
A

is hereby called by

st

Kudy

6
g

j
j

McKinley
Mora.

sierra

Socorro
Taos
Torrence
Cnlon
Valencia

,

'
',

p
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A little want ad, day by day,
Does the work you draw the pay.
It sees the people you don't know,

And helps you make your business grow.
by the county chairman except
In
such counties as have no county
chairman, in which case a member
of the territorial committee of such
county shall make the call hereunder;
provided, that in the county of Bernalillo the call for the county conven.
tlon and rules regulating and govern,
ing the procedure and, method of con.
ducting the primaries In the said
county of Bernalillo shall be called
and made by a commission composed
of three electors of said county of
Bernalillo to be elected in accordance
with a resolution adopted by the Republican executive Committee at Albuquerque, N. M., July 10, 1908.
All county conventions shall
bs
held not later than August 15, 1908,
counthe
chairman
and
of the several
ty committees are requested
to
promptly advise the undersigned or
secretary
of the committee tha
the
names of the delegates selected at
such county conventions In order that
the same may be entered upon the
temporary roll.
Proxies for delegates will not be
recognized except when held by per
sous residents of the county from
which such delegates may have been
selected.
Delegates to the territorial conven-tio- n
heretofore elected by the county
conventions of thj counties of Sierra
and Roosevelt will be recognized and
no additional
convention shall be
held in such counties hereunder,
legislative Nominations.
In all Legislative districts composed
of three counties or more the Joint
membership of the delegates selected
hereunder from the counties of said
Legislative districts shall meet and as.
semble not later than the 20th day
of August at Santa Fe. N. M., and
e
hold district conventions for the
of nominating Legislative candidates, provided, that said Legislative
nominations may be made as soon as
practicable after the adjournment of
the territorial convention, at which
meeting all of the counties of said
Legislative districts shall be given op.
pot tunlty to be present and participate.
By order of the territorial committee.
H. O. BURSUM.
Chairman.

NAVE YOU A

ROOM TO RENT?
OR A HOUSE?
Do you know that people are almost fighting
(or quarters right here in Albuquerque, and now?
An ad like this ,
v

FOK RKNT Large, well furnished,
well ventilated front room, modern
and sanitary. OO Blake St.

placed in

The Albuquerque Citizen will secure

you a tenant at the small cost of
3

times for 35c," or 6 times for 50c.

Convenience - Comfort - Security

pur-pos-

FOIl PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,
U. 8.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
July 8, 1908.

The telephone make
duties lighter, the carea
and the worrlea fewer.
TOU NEED A

the

The
telephone
preeerves
your health, prolong jwmr Ufa
protects
your
and

leas

ion.

TELEP HONE

IN TOUR HOMB

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

NOTICE

Grant
(luddalupe
Lincoln
l.una
Otero
Quay
Bio Arriba
Roosevelt
Sandoval
San Juan
San Miguel
Santa Fe

'

"'

Oinqilt-t-

Call for Territorial

'

FAIR

Work Ahead of
bohtiluic Kxpect I urgent Num.
Ikt of llnlr.t.'s.

San Francisco, July 24. B'shop
F. W. Warne, missionary bishop of
India, delivered an interesting sermon In Central Methodist Episcopal
church on "The Awaken, ng of India."
The bishop Is an eloquent speaker
who has the power of painting vivid
pictures, and his discourse last ul&ht
was luminous with descriptive quality.
Scenes he had witnessed at Christian
revivals and at one of the greatest of
Hindu religious rites were described
in a manner that Impressed
themselves upon the audience. Incidental
to the discourse,, conditions among
the Hindus were narrated, but Bishop
Warne gave the- impression that he
has strong hopes for the regeneration
of that race.
There are millions without food In
India, said the bishop. In the first
twenty years of endeavor
among
these people but 10,000 Christiana
could be found, but today, he declared, there are 220,000 of a Christian
community in India. In the last four
years there were 75,000
baptisms,
or seven t mes as many as tn the
thirty years under tne regime
of great Christian statesmen. ', Thus,
the bishop exclaimed, the missionaries are encouraged, and he has come
home 'to tell the members of his
church that they are not putting
their money into a hole, as he expressed it, when they contribute to
the Indian missions, but it la reaping
a golden harvest. Thousands are giving up the heathen religion for the
Christian, and the saddest story he
had to tell was there are not enough
mission workers to carry on the labors of the mission.
A revival which spread through the
Hindu towns where the missions are
situated was described, it broke out
at a place 120 miles from Calcutta In
a meeting of 600 Hindus, and that
meeting lasted from 7 In the morning
t.li 1:30 m the afternoon, yet the natives pall no attention to the time
asiti. Before satisfying themselves
they had to "straighten bhlngs out
among themselves, and wnue tma
process was going on the Hindus went
about the hall settling difference
until finally
with ttietn. neighbor
these difficulties were adjusted. Then
tney sang with Joy. Here the bishop
saw the pii.bisophy of revivals.
At a re.ju.ious fe.sl.val among the
Hindus winch occurs but once in
Unity years, it is the aim of millions
of a sue red
io bathe iii the waters
river. Bishop Warne had attended
one of these scenes and saw masses
of human y as far as the eye could
reach, bubi s torn from their mothers
and old people crow di-- down to be
walked to death in thi. mad Impetou-sit- y
of the throngs fired with a desire
to bathe
the river. Yet these
in
d
heathens were all so
that
he could see they were not satisfied,
lie concluded by telling the congregation how much may be done with
Mnall sums of money among the Hindus, and he expressed a hope that a
revival would spread through Amer-ie- a
which would reach out to the
assistance of the missionaries In India.
sad-face-
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We ofter One llunaivii Dollnri He.
any esse of C'atarrn that canward for
y Hall s t'aurrh Cure.
not b- - cun-F. J. CKKNEx" ilk CO..
Toledo, o.
We. the undersigned, nave known K.
J Cheney for the last lit years, mid believe him perfectly honorable
tn all
buslnes
transactions and tlnaiictally
able to carry out any obligations made
by his firm
WALD1NU, RINNAN & MAKVIN.
holesule Lrugsuui, I u!e.'r O.,
Hall s Catarrh Cure Is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood and
mucous surfaces of the system. Testimonials sent free. Price 75c per bottle.
Bold by all Drusels
Take Hall s Family Pills for constipation.
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July 24. The "cab
Washington,
inet makers" got on the job early this
of the presidential
time. Neither
candidates has yet been notified of
his nomination, yet cabinets have been
constructed
for both. Of course,
neither Tait nor liiyan Is bound to
accept the ready-mad- e
cabinets, and
it is not likely either have given any
serious thought to the subject
of as official lamiiy, but llitie details
iike tne.se do not discourage. thi "cab
inet makers."
li re, for Instance, is the
cabinet Mr. Taft has been
asked to tiy on:
Secretary of state Elihu Root.
Secretary of the treasury George
von L. Meyer.
Secretary of war General Luke E,
Wright.
Attorney general Frank li. Kel

N

In the Cilizen

e.

Assistants to Both Taft and
Bryan are Arrange by
Enthusiasts

Hum's Tills?
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Notice Is hereby given that Robert
Thompson, of Casa Blanca, N. M.,
who, on June 19th, HOI, toads Home,
stead Application, No. TIM (serial
number 0179), for NW14 NWV,
NW14 and NEK SW4. Section 14.
Township 8 N., Range
W.. N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of Intention
to make Final Five-yeProof, to
establish claim to the Und above
described, before George H. Pradt.
II. S. Court Commissioner, at Laguna,
N. M , on the 24th day of August
ar

( 1908.
12
Claimant names as witnesses: R.
O. Marmon, of Laguna, N. M.; Louis
Total
180 Kowunl, of Casa Blanca, N. M.; Qorl-bl- o
Notice for precinct primaries shall
Kowunl, of Casa Blanca, N. M.;
be given at least five daya in advance Levantonlo Sarrallno,
of Paguate,
ot holding same.
N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
County conventions shall be called
Register.

J.

D.

O

Oloml.

Eakln, President
Vice

Chas. uellnl. Secretary

President

O. Bacbecnl. Treasurer.

Consolidated Liquor Company
M

ELI XI

Baocessors te
EAKIN. and BACUFXIH
VHOLCBMLK DmALM.lt B IN

GIOM

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
Wm

Have bevn

l4tp tvrythlng la
most

f$tldlouM
appointed delusive
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mpltl

Hock

tar

In

the

Jos. B
s'hllu. Wm. Iiiiip ami St. Louis A. li. C. Southwest for
THlesMone!
f.rtfn Hlver. W. 11. Mc Uniyer'a CWIar Hnxik.Urewrries:
Louis Hunter T 9
Sfc-t-

Monarch, and other brands of v.M-k- l.
too numerous to oienrka
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS
'
But sell the straight article a received from, the heat
Distilleries and Breweries in tn Lntted Stales, call and Wineries
our Stock and prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Inspect
Prloe
List. Issued to dealers only

ALBTTQUEHOrE CITIZEH.

ate ront
THE

MALOY'S

PRINCE OF WALES

Just received a fresh stock of

OLIVES
(Continued I'roiu Page One)

PICKLES
We carry a fine and complete
line of

LUNCH AND PICNIC
GOODS

MALOY'S

righteousness prevail. Let na
j tions by every honorable
means which
enlightened statesmanship may sug
gent avoid an appeal to that court
where might Hlone turn the balance.
We have no nerd to fear that the
relations between the United tate4
and Ureat Britain will ever again be
disturbed. We have faith to believe
that our flat? which grace thla his- t torlc
occasion and which mingle together unit saulte each other upon
the Plain!! of Abraham will never confront each other In conflict upon
cither land or sea.
Following ht address the Prince- of
Walt made a suitable response, eay-tn-

g:

"The king, whose earnest desire la
always to promote the best and closest relations between nations, has
desired me, as his representative, to convey to you, Mr. Vice President of the United State, and to
your colleagues, not only a hearty
welcome but also a warm expression
of thanks both to you and your government, for your presence here on
this auspicious occasion. Your presence is not merely an expression of
your Interest In this celebration, but
it is an outward anil visible sign of
friendship, concord and good will between ourselves and the great country which you represent with so much
distinction. We think of the United
States as having given the example
of energy and courage in conquering
and cultivating the forests and bound-lea- s
prairies which now yield harvest
and illimitable wealth. We recognize
that the presence of representatives of
the United States and France among
us testifies to the growth of a spirit of
friendship between nations. On that
spirit the progress will express Itself
more and more In fears to come. The
high Ideal of universal peace and
brotherhood may be far from realization, but every act that promotes harmony among nations points tho way
This celebratoward its attainment.
tion is such an act, for it appeals to
Canada, to the British empire and
to the civilized world. I therefore rejoice to be here, to take my part with
you during these memorable days in
paying homage to Champlain and
doing honor to Quebec."
The historical procession which defiled before the prince was & remarkable assemblage of groups, representing various periods, Including Jacques
Cartler and hi crew, King Francis I.
and his ;ourt, King Henry IV. and
the court of Franfs Champlaln and
the crew of the Don De Dleu, the discoverers, UaSalle, Jollet, Marquette,
the armies of Montcalm and Wolfe
and many other historical characters.

PHONE 72

epe-cial-

FOUND

IS

NORTHWEST

OF ROSWELL

It Is Believed to Be That ul
Kuldy and Alay Clear Up
Murder Mystery.
The badly decomposed body of a
man, believed to be that of Theodore
Kulay, has been found northwest of
iloswell. The body was found a short
distance from where the body of Albert Boss was found recently, and if
It proves to be the body of Kulay, It
will end the search which officers of
tne territory have been making for
the past few weeks in the hope of
clearing up the mystery surrounding
the death of Ross.
The two men started to walk from
Roswell to Albuquerque and a few
days later sheepherders found the
body of Koss, several knife wounds
showing how he had met his death.
It was believed that he and Kulay had
fought and that Kulay had killed Ross
and left the territory. Kulay had
hipped a trunk to Albuquerque, but
he did not appear to claim it.
The finding of the second body Is
told in the following dispatch from
Hoswell:
HA
"
whose
A
Mexican sheep-herdRostiame wasj not learned came to
well last night and reported to the
officers that he had found the decomposed body of a man at a point about
mile anil a half southwest of where
the body of Albert Uoss was' found
last month. The officers believe the
body to be that of Theodore Kulay
nd Deputy Sheriff O. Z. Finley and
Fred Carstensen left In a buggy this
morning to bring the body to Roswell.
It will be remembered that on June
14 the body of Albert Ross was found
near the sheep camp of Fritz Brlnck,
of
miles northwest
aoout fony-flv- e
Roswell. He and Kulay, aged 47, had
left Roswell four or five days before
to walk to Albuquerque, on their way
to San Francisco. When the body
of Ross was found and that of Kulay
was missing it was supposed that they
got Into a fight and Rosa, the consumptive and the weaker of the two,
had lost his life at the hands of Kulay. The officers have been writing
nd telegraphing everywhere for Kulay. It is now believed that the pair
were murdered by robbers. Some retain the Idea that the two men had
fight and that both were fatally In
jured. The body of Kulay may give
some clew to the mystery when it is
brought in. If possible. It will be
brought to Roswell. If too badly de- It will be examined thor- on?hly and burled.
Kulay had worked as a shoemaker
ror Fred Carstensen. They were well
cqua'nted and Carstensen went with
the deputy to Identify the clothing,
if the remains are wasted away.
er
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PLAY

SANTA

FE TEAM

Browns Cancel Engagement Here, But
Dun Pulilla Take Up
and ProinlHut Good Game.

As a result of what may be considered poor management, the Brown-wil- l
not play Santa Fe here next Sun.
day, but the Barelus Grays w.ll meet
thti Ancient City team here on that
cay.
When Manager Medler returned
from St. Paul yesterday and learned
that Catcher Chambers and Pi.cher
Safforj intended going to Winslo,w,
Ariz., next Sunday to play with the
team at that place, he Immediately
called the game wi;h Santa Fe off,
though the majority of the ball players wanted to play, using Dally and
Sackett as a battery. Medler evident.
ly did not think that
the Browns
could win from Santa Fe with Cham
beri and Safford out of the game.
Chambers and Safford were blamed
for the calling of the game, and
'
siderable ill feeling has arisen among
the players. Safford and Chambers
maintain that they would not have ac- cepied the proposition to play at
Winslow if they
had been given
"what was coming to them" here.
Tney say that they had a chance to
make a little money by playing at
Winslow, which was not possible playWOMEN'S WOES.
ing with the Browns under the existAlbuquerque Women Are Finding lie. ing regulations. As his share for
pitching to hard games, Safford relief at Last.
ceived
as his share of the gate
It does seem that women have receipts,17.50
re- was the amount
nore than a fair share of the aches ceived by which
every player on the team.
nd pains that afflict humanity; they nelder or baseman.
It doesn't seem
must "keep up." must attend to du- fair
a
should get as much
ties In spite of constantly aching moneythatas allelder
piteher. This arrangebacks, or headaches, dizzy spells, ment will
bearing-dow- n
pains; they must stoop terial to not bring any pitching mathe tndard of the Brownover, when to stoop means torture. ies.
Pitchers are not going to throw
They must walk and bend and work their
arms ;iuy for an even cut wl b
with racking pains and many aches men playing
on the bench.
from kidney ills. Kidneys cause morel
Dan Padilla promises fans a g)'.1
suffering than any other organ of the; game
Sunday when his Itarelas Ura
body. Keep the kidneys well and
l"c "cieni iiy team nere. rne
health Is easily maintained. Read of
oaniii re are pretty evenly
remedy for kidneys only that helps! ii,"
matched anil a clog,, and exciting
nd cures the kidneys and is endorsed game
will probably result when thej
by people you know.
Tile (!ras promise, however,
Mrs. Ida Johnson, ltv'ng at 414 mee'..
that Santa Ke won't take back any
North Fourth street, Albuquerque. N. scalps,
and with tliis determination
it., says: "Doan's Kidney Pills quick- they
ouht to win.
ly and effectively relieved me of pain
In the back, which had troubled me
at intervals for some time. Any preparation which acts as fully up to the NEW YORK IKiIS
claims made for them as Doan's Kidney Pills deserves unqualified praise.
As a genuine kidney medicine I heartily recommend Doan's Kidney Pills."
For sale by all dealers. Price 60
,
Anyone
Co., Buffalo, Polir. Will Arn-H- t
rents. Foster-Mllbur- n
0.
la lex Gcnerul Itliiuluiiii'
N. Y., sole agents for the United
Order.
Ftste.
Remember
the name Doan's
.New York, July 24.
Police Com
nd take no other.
II
,
missioner liingham's general order to
It Is not what you pay for advertis- :he pollee force to put an end to
ing, but what advertising
PAYS noises .which rack the inhabitants of
morning, noon and night has
Our this
YOU. that makes it valuable.
been received with gladness by the
rate are lowest for equal service.
entire population, but Bingham says
he does not expect the order to be
IiOTOON'S JERSEY
thoroughly effective for some time, as
FAIIM
people here are so accustomed to
tX)H PURE ICE CREAM.
I

!

l

io stop

--

HUNTERS!

-

nd

In bottles and in bulk

BODY

ATTENTION

er

noise-make-

and

DECOMPOSED

making a noise that their habit canTELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
not be sudienly cured. He proposes
to have I he policemen notify nde-makon their beats to stop ihelr
.
disturbance and to use discretion at
St. Louis, Julj
i. Spelter higher,
first about making arrests, so as to
get the I'Uiilic gradually educated up $4.40.
to the Mea that there must be more
Money .Market,
peace and quiet In New York.
New York, July it. Money on call,
who will get
The
hauled to court tirst. unless they mend lbll4 per cent; prime mercantile
their ways, are old clothesmen, hawk, paper, 3 Vi 41 4 per cent.
ers of vegetables, strolling musicians
Hie .Metals.
and various- f;ikers, who keep followNew York, Juiy 24. Lead steady,
ing each other Ineess.intly through
$4.46 4f 4.50; lake copper firm, 12
the residence districis, crying their U 13 Vsc; silver,
iii :fc.
unnecessary
who
make
Those
wares.
leniently
We are just in receipt of a Carload of
with
dealt
be
noises will not
Grain anil Provisions.
after their tlrst warning
Chicago, July .14 Wheat July,
are now prepared to fill your orders for
Newspapers, churches and various
Sept., HI n u SlVsC
organizations have Joined in the pro- - i lVc;
76
Sept.,
He.
July,
Corn
motion of the crusade against the j Oats July, Wc;
iti'sc; fcpt., i)ka
4 5 lie.
soon
be
not
evidently
nuisance will
Pork Jjly, I15.4U; Sept., 115.50.
abated. This was the tirst day on
Lard Ju.y, I'J.lu, Sept., s.ilt.
put
In
was
which Bingham's order
Sept., $.Tu.
Kius Juiy,
force. Only a few arrests were made.
slelghbells
A
peddler who hung
Livestock.
ClikitK-around his horse's neck to attract atChicago, July H. Cattlt. Receipts
tention, and who awakened people In 2,000;
steady, others weak;
the tenement houses by the Jangle, beeves, good
3.70
$ 4. 1 i 'y 8.0U,
4
and 6.50; westerns, 13.110 Texans,
was taken Into custody between
if 5. 0; stockers
6 o'clock this morning.
The magisfeeders, 12.6311 4.60; cows and
trate let him go with a warning. A and
5.7o
U.UQ V8.UU; calves,
show, with a heifers,
barker for a
xtriuent voice, was lined tl In the 7.2i.
steady;
8,000;
Sheep Receipts
Harlem police court.
westerns, $2.75 4.u, yearlings, $1.50
4)6.10; western lambs, $4.50 U 6.60.
FLOOD NOT SERIOUS
Xi'w lork blocks.
New
York, July i!4. Following
4
were closing quotations on the slock
SAYS BRAKEMAN exchange
today:
W V
a
r
72
Amalgamated Copper
86
At. aison
Two Cloudburst' at Winslow IjiHt
". 92 Vi
do. preferred
III
sssssVssBsssssssssssaassssssssssssssssss
SuDt. Falrvlew and W
Night, But the Town was Nut
107
New York Central
X
Santa Barbara
ITootk-as llt'xrtotl.
124
Pennsylvania
Funeral Director and Embalmer
Cemeteries
1
Pacific
Southern
pasAccording to W. T. Strain, a
152
Office Strong Block 2nd and 2
JULY
senger brakeman on the Santa Fe, Union Pacific
Lady
44
States Steel
Copper Avenue. Telephones
ti 29
23
residing at 312 South Fourth street, United
107
Hn. preferred
Office 75, Residence 106.
Attendant
T
the liood conditions at Winslow, Ariz.,
of last night have been greatly exagCity LlveHork.
4
Kansas
Rattling
Comedian,
That
gerated.
Kansas City, July 2 4. Cattle ReCTIAS. CAKKOIION,
Mr. Strain arrived here at 1:45 ceipts 4,000; steady: southern eteers,
o'clock this afternoon on train No. 2 $3.2."'(i 5.00; southern cows, $2.00
"The .Man in White."
GIVE US A CHANCE
and came direct from Winslow, leav3.70; stockers and feeders, $3.00 tf
Just Off the Orpheum,
ing there at 4:20 this morning. He 4.90; bulls, $2.404.00; calves, $3.75
suy's that It began ruining in Winslow
THE HIXI.F.I'OXTS.
6.25; western steers, $3.75 5.75;
To figure on that bill of lumber.
about 7 o'clock yesteruay evening and western cows, $2.50 3.80.
Novelty Acrobats and Hand to Hand
Our lumber comes from our owb
rained oteadlly until 11 o'clock. He
strong;
Balancers, Including
Hogs Receipts 5.000;
bulk
mills located In the best body of
had been called to go out and spend of sales, $. 456.70; heavy, $.70S
Mile. Marie ISellefont.
timber In New Mexico.
the evening In the Harvey house. 6.75; packers
and butchers, $6.45
A large stock
The Most Perfectly Developed Woman
of
dry spruce
When on time train No. 2 leaves 6.70; light, $6.25 & 6.65; pigs, $5.00
in the World.
dimension on hand. Why not buy
Winslow at 10:25 p. m.
6.00.
In
A great amount of water fell
the best when it Is just a cheap?
10
20c
Sheep Receipts
2,000;
ft will pay you to look Into this
Winslow, and twice during the four higher; muttons, $4.00 4.50; lambs, NEW IMCTI'IIES Till ItSDAY AND
MONDAY.
hours of downfall It seemed as though $4.506.25; range wethers, $3.60
the water that covered the ground 4.35; fed ewes, $3.254.20.
RIG GRANDE LUMBER GO.
was augmented by flood waters from
the high plains south of the town.
Do you know that we opera UJ SO
Cor, 3rd and Marquette
Phone 8.
One of these Hood waves came from machines In our plant every day?
the southeast and the other came Tliat's why we can make and sell
:
from ihe southwest, so Mr. Strain window frames for brick at $1.80;
believes that there were two cloudhctooii doors at $1.00; porch swings
bursts on the plains not far from at $5.00. Superior Planning Mill.
T
i
4IA SOUTH SF"ONT
"OLD RBL1ABLH."
on
water
shed with
IWnslow
ESTABLISHED 187 1.
the same
PI tone 471.
the town.
course
Lm
Held from taking Its natural
down the water shed by the railroad
Moving Pictures
AOADEMY
up
ST. VINCENT
until sevei'al
tracks, it banked
Inches of water stood on the floor of
and Illustrated Songs.
the depot and eating house and the
AND
SCHOOL
BOARDING
LAY
Santa Fe reading room, which Is
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS,
about 100 feet distant from the deFor Voting Ltulies ami Misses. T
pot. The Santa Fe tracks were dami
NIGHT
RIDERS
Carries ths largest and Most Exclusive Stock of atapl- - QrscrriM is
aged only to the extent of having the
In Charye of the
t
4
tho Southwest.
earth washed from between the ties,
but trains were not moved over them
SISTERS OF CHARITY
Will Grandfather
Forgive
until the water had receded and theS
FARM AND
Corner 6th St. and New Yoik Ave
real damage ascertained. No rain fell
five miles east of Winslow.
LOTTERY TICKET
For Partimilars, Address
RAILROAD AVENUE.
ALBUQUERQUE. N.
X
SlHTKK SlTKKIOK.
FIRE DESTROYS
NEW SONGS
to
DURAN BUILDINGS
SU
M.
DAY
MATINEE
P.
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REVIEWS HISTORIC

tmr a, ito.

rnro.T,
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Ammunition,and

Shot Gun Shells

Loaded with Black or Smokeless Powder,
Drop or Chilled Shot

SEE OUR ASSORTMENT AND GET OUR PRICES

nt

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.
:

r . rl.

Amusements

V

Strong

mvare romance

i
f

CRYSTAL

l Colombo Theater

B. PUTNEY

THE WHOLESALE GROCER

I

f

Ijom)

Approximating $10,000
I'uiiiics at Torrance
Town YeMei'dii)'.

ED. F0URNELLE

Results

THE

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

Carpenter

Our Prices All Bargains

and Builder

Duran, N. M., July 21. (Spcclul).
A fire which started in the Ford
hotel and restaurant yesterday afternoon destroyed four buildings, including the hotel, on the east side of the
tracks here, the lose approximating
$10,000. No lives were lost, although
many narrow escapes were reported.
It Is thought that the fire started
In the kitchen of the hotel and with
such rapidity did the flames spread
that all efforts to extinguish the con
flagration were of no avail. Part of
and
the tracks were also burned
trains coming and going were delayed.
However the damaged tracks were
soon repaired and traftilc is now normal.
XOT

Jobbing

Promptly

Attended

Phones:

Shop

Residence

10C.":

all leather. .. .18.50
24.00
Concord
Concord heavy. 29.00
double buggy,
$10.00 to (24.00
single Surrey Harness 17.00 to 20.00
Single Buggy Harness 8.60 to 20.00
Single Express Har13.00 to 28.00
ness
Celebrated Askew Sad4.60 to 40.00
dles
Best grade of leather In all harness
and saddles.
Parts of harness kept In stock.
Unless you trade with us we both
lose money.

Team
Team
Team
Team

U
5."2

Ship Corner Fourth St. and Copper Ave.
ALBUQUERQUE,

. M.

EXWIJNS

ly

be-o-

ItoMton, Mass., and return. $82 35.
July 29th to August 3d, final limit
August 19th. Limit can be extended
to September 16th.
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w0,

Columns and Iron Fronts for

Or. Col

Shaftings.

and

Lumber

d Mill Maehln0ry
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rv&rottl track.

Cars;
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Albuquerque, N.

1
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BUILDERS'
tor.
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J.

FINISHERS' SUPPLIES

AND

Native and Chicago Lnrubrr. Sherwin-William- s
Kulldlns Paper, Plaster, Unie, Cement,

C.

LITER T. SALE. FEED AND
TKA.Nb.r-ESTABLES.
and Mules Bought anC
euanged.

Hi

II
H
D

DENTISTS

3

lowest for equal service.
BEST TOUItNOUTB IN TR
CI1
place
The
to get seasoned lumber. Second
between Central as
Copper Avsoo.
Superior Lumber and MU1 Co.s plant.
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Saah, Doors,

423 South First

BALD RIDGE

Suscribe for The Evening Citizen
and get the news.

Morses

Paint Nom
GUtaa,

Eta

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

rate ar

M.

$250,000

207 South Firt St.

1
la
arhttt vnil tMV fOP SdVMtlj- PATS
Ing.
but what advertising
Our
TOU. that makes It valuable.

TV.

Capital ana
Surplus

United States
Depository
te

Wildings.

DEPOSITS

90OsX)sK)sJOSK3tK)sJO0KX

St. IiOtiU and return, $49.65. daily
until Sept. 30th. final limit Oct. 31s:.

Machine Work,

SAVINGS

4

31st

Babbit Metal;

Brass) CasKtasjs;

INTEREST

$40.65.
Kansas City and return,
dally until Sept. Suth, final limit Oct.

m. m. N41.L,
,

:

ALBUQUERQUE,

Pioneer Bakery,

Pulleys,

Capital and Surplus, $100,000

Chicago and return, $55.65, daily
until Sept. 30th. final limit Oct. 31st.

Foundry and

MEXICO

Bank

dally
iHMivcr and return, $23.70
lON'T BE DEPRESSED
until Sept. 30th, final limit Oet. 30th. when your bread Isn't up to your expectations on baking day.
women in town are not worried with
Colorado Springs and return. $20.75 baking bread when they can get such
11
dally un
Sept. 30th, final limit Oct. delicious white and untritlous bread
from pioneer bakery, as well as rich,
$lst.
ornamental and fancy cakes, rolls and
pastry.
Place an ad. la The Citiwn and
Special summer tourist rates to nu.ttticii It work for you.
merous other points on application.
Want ads printed In the ntlien
T. E. PURDT. Agent.
will bring result.

Albuquerque

new

A LBUQUERQUt

Harness,
Harness,
Harness,
Harness,

THOS. F. KfLEHER
403 West Railroad Avenue

ONLY ONE.

There Are Hundreds of Albuquerque
People Similarly Situated.
Can there be any stronger proof of
fered than the evidence of Albuquer
After you have read
nie residents?
he following, quietly
answer the
luestlon.
Mrs. E. Adair, of 817 South Edith
t., Albuquerque, N. M. says: "When- 'ver any symptoms Indicated kidney
rouble or not. I was not certain, but
nevertheless from reading
about
Doan's Kidney Pills I was given a
esire to try them. I suffered
from pain between and Just w
the shoulder blades. While on
ny fi t t or stirring around ( I did not
feel the slightest Inconvenience, but
vhen I would i t down the pain would
assert itself and at times was very
evere. The u?e of one box of Doan's
Kidney Pills brought a relief and that
warrants my having a high apprecia
tion of this medicine."
For sale by all dealers. Price SOc
cents. Foster-Milbur- n
Co., Buffalo, N.
V., sole agents for the United States.
name Doan's
Remember
the
SI
ind take no other,

FREIGHT WAGONS

Room 12

N

T. Armijo Bldg
si-

MOksLur.

YUUMtA A.

FnilVAY, JVLY

t.

ATRTTQtTERQFI..

IM)R.

YAOE

CITIZEN.

Night Midlers
AN OLD PHOTOGRAPH

Hotels and Resorts

WILKERSONS

RECALLS FAMOUS BAND

FROM ST

RETURN
PADL

COLOMBO THEATER
TONIGHT

CTORY

MEETING

ALREADY

FTVsU.

ASSURED

QUICK CLEARANCE

adver-

For information concerning any of the place
tised In this column and for descriptive literature,
call at Tha Clilien office or writ to the Advertising
Manager,
Cltlsen. Albuquerque. N. M.

It

Wait Taki'ii

and

Wios

lk Mill
Here.

AONEW SANITARIUM, SAM OIEOO, CALIFORNIA

Vcrs
lloltle

Eighteen
AlUiiqiK-rqu-

Ago

Musi-i-iui- is

Ernest

Lix, of the Atlantic saloon,
the possessor of an old photograph
taken some eighteen years ago which
has been attracting cjuite a little attention from old timer who remember the organization.
The group of
men represents the old Albuquerque
Silver Cornet band, which was organ1SS5
ized ln about
with Edward
PARADISE VALLEY SANITARIUM
now connected with the local
like BATTLE Fluke,
A well equipped medical and surgical establishment
us its leader.
All the
Absolutely the only sanitarium ln Southern Cali- natatorlum,
CREEK SANITARIUM.
members except one are still alive,
G
fornia having a cool summer climate; every day delightfully sunny.
hale and hearty, and, strange to say,
SAN DIEQO BAY AND THE PACIFIC. Booklet at Cltlsen office most of them are eti'.l residents of
or by writing H. W. Lindsay, Manager. National City, Calif.
this city and are engaged here in
some business or other.
There was Kd. Hursch, of the
Harsch bottling works of this city,
who played tho bass drum.
Then
v
li
"
there was A. M. Whltcomb, the p
rwj
building inspector and
In this .ity, w ho blew the bass
horn, while Kd. Fluke was the s l )
i
-;.v
conn tist as well as a J
and made
the valley ring with the music of his
band In those days. Ucniy Rrock-meye- r,
-"- -71
p- BATHHOUSES
from whom thj HubT Laundry company purchased it present
Stage line from Bernalillo
plant, and who 1m now in San Diego,
f '"""U
tS
Calif., at that time played the bari10 J?uiez Hot Springs in
. '
tone, while Spot Moore, of the Coone day. Stage leaves Ber- JJ
lombo theater of this city, was the
I
oallllo Tuesday A Saturday
combination mascot and cymbal jlav-- i
er, being at that time not !ii ri than
twelve years old. Then there was
SOLD
AT
TICKtTS
,-1:1
Ernest Llx. the owner of tho t'locure,
who also blew a horn alon with Jim
W.
JRIMBLE'S
A. i. OTERO, Trop.
Vorhes, now a newspaper ina-- i In Calr.
ifornia, and Nick Gehring, a l'U.il

Handsomest
at reasonable
combine the
even climate

Is

and best equipped establishment of Its kind In the west offers
rates accommodations which are superior In every respect and
comforts and luxuries of the home. San Diego la noted for lta
the year around. Write for particulars or secure pamphlet at
The Cltlsen Office.

OVER-LOOKIN-

j'

STONE HOTEL

-

irwyri'i1

BTrv;?s

pVO,

ea-ent

t

?--r-

1

4fWfj.

VOI

I.

AN IDEAL SUMMER AND HEALTH RESORT.

Some five years a?o thoe nv:ml:r
who were still In tl La city kji fathos
er and furnished music for a parade,
-t
and from
who heard them at
miles from Rowe that time those
hills on the Pecos river, t
Located among pine-cla- d
it is said th-a- t
some very
Good hunting and Ashing good music was produced.
station on the main line of the A. T. & 8. F.
makes this the most delightful resort In New Mexico. We meet trains Wednesday and Saturdays. Parties coming on days not stated kindly write me.
Kate 11.60 per day. J8.00 per week. Meals 50c. Transportation from station ARE ARRANGING EOR
Mrs. H. E. Bergmann, Rowe. N. M.
SI. 00.

Cliffdene-on-

he-Pec-

A

HOLLENBECK HOTEL
LOS ANGELES

A. C. Bilicke

John

Church Sodctlcs will
Have School Inhibition by Children ami "O.d Tuners."

CoiiKTctrulloiml

S. Mitchell

NEW FURNITURE',
TWO NEW ELEVATORS
NEW PLUMBING
NEW
Fifty Thousand Dollar Worth of Improvements made this season for
and Safety.
Ocnvea:ei: ce, Coo-fo-

The charity circle, with the assist- aiwe of the Helping Hand classes of
the Congregat.onal church, are preparing for un
ned school ex
hibition and spelling match August
17.
'Some of the most prominent
business men are taking a great In
terest, having offered the following
prizes:
Clothing Co.
K. L. Washburn
.Sweater, value ti to $2.50, to the boy

O

old-fash- tf

rt

Headquarters for New Mexico

'

Electric Cars to and from Railway Depots, also Beach and Kt.ur.tain He- -'
sorts, step at our deer The helltcbecfe Hotel Cafe ii Wore Ktpular nan Ever

who wins.

REASONS WHY
YOU SHOULD PATRONIZE THE

Occidental Life Insurance Co.
Of New Mexico and Arizona
It is a home industry.
It keeps the money at home and makes it available to promote local enterprises.
It wrote more business the first year than was expected.
It has paid all of its obligations.
It is an Old Line Legal Reserve Company.
It writes the standard policies established bytthe Laws of
New York the most exacting ever enacted

J. H. O'Rielly,

Joshua S. Raynolds,

Albtiqtierqtie Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Lumber. Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkote Roofing

.

Alboqcerqae, New Mexico

H. COX, The

Plumber

PLUMBING, HEATING, GAS AND STEAM FIJTING
Climax Garden Hose, guaranteed the most durable.
Latest things in Knamel Kathroom Fixtures. . . .

Phone 1020
HOTEL AKItiVALK.
Alvarado.
Thorn. D. De Vlbers. W. N. Lanch,
Denver; J. A. MacNeil, H. B. Henlng.
Ft. Louis; Ben Spaetz, Ed Meloreg,
Kansas City; B. E. Summer, Chicago;
C. O. Buckert, El Paso; J. C. Hak-ctaf- f,
Denver; O. E. Qulmer, Kansas
City; H. Parchal, New York; A. Carlson, New York; S. Llney, Los Lunas;
O. W. Harlln, Denver; 8. C. Steele,
Kansas City; A. A. Scott, Newton; H.
Conrad, Flagstaff.
Savoy.
L. H. Ledger, Louisiana; J. W. Mason, Belen; H. K. Ferguson, La Junta;
L. P. Heldebrand, San Marclal.

Sturgee,
P. J. Javage, Denver; John
McOllllvry. Estancia;
II, N. Kelly,
Rochester; H. O. Held, Denver; J. H.
Herman, Wichita; W. N. Taylor, Chl- Mrs.

I

O. A. Matson Book Store
Brownie
kodak to the girl who wins.
1). H. Boatright,
Dry Goods The
best lace fun in his More, to the second girl.
Mrs. William Allen has also offered
an oil puiiitlng to the best speller of
all.
Any little boy or girl bit ween the
ages of 10 or 12 years, not attending
Sunday school, may enter this contest
by joining either class on or before
August 2. 1908.
An Invitation is aleo extended to the
"old timers,'' who took part In spelling matches in years past, to assist
In making the affair a success.

401 West Central Ave.

1 .11 joyable Time at the Conference
at lXlinulo Springs EnMiruierV (XHiclave but Are tiliul
tirely Satisfactory, Says Hon.
to Uet IWuk to Cool
Solomon Luna.
Climate.
Hon. Solomon Luna, member of the
Thomas N. Wilkerson and wife re- liepubllcan national committee, who
turned to the city yesterday from St.
Lined to the city last night from
I'aul, Minn., where he went as one of atiei'iilng a meeting of western memmeeting
delegates
to
the
of
the
the
by
bers culled at Colorado Springs
Imperial council of the Shriners, who Frank H. Hitchcock, chairman
of
met there recently. Besides Mr. Wi- the committee, said today that victory
lkerson there were also James Wil- awaits Taft and Sherman, It western
kinson und J. 1'. 1'orterf ield, who party leaders are to be believed.
were also delegates. There were over
Mr. Luna says that many promiTOO delegates present at the meeting.
nent men from the east as well as the
The ordinary routine of btisiiieH, such west were In Colorado Springs, and
as the granting and refusing of char- none doubt the result of the apters and the selection of a place proaching campaign. Western Re.
where tho next meeting will be held, publicans are especially enthusiastic
waa transacted.
Mr. Wilkerson re- over the prospects of the party.
ports a most successful convention.
At a closed conference, held at the
The next meeting Is to be held at close of the meeting In Colorado
Louisville, Ky., in 1901.
Springs, It was decided that the naMr. and Mrs. Wilkerson report a
headquarters of the party will
must pleasant trip, but on account of tional
headbe in Chicago, with eastern
the extremely warm weather both quarters In New York. No western
were glad to return to Albuquerque. headquarters will be established, alThey are residing at 21S West Mar- though a bureau may be maintained
quette avenue.
at Salt Lake City.
Mr. Hitchcock was more than
the conference
held at
Colorado Springs. Mr. Luna says that
the national chairman ts a born orcool and collected and confiMEETS AFFABLE FRIEND ganizer,
dent, and inspires confidence In every
one who meets him. Mr. Luna had a
At
conference with Mr. Hitchcock.
lie Gave Hint Ills Scalper's Ticket te the close of the meeting resolutions
Sell, Hut tho Stranger lidn't
were adopted thanking Mr. Hitchcock
for the Interest he had taken in the
ltd urn.
west and assuring him of the support
Monle,
rr.
David
who
said
When
of the western leaders. The final seshe was a gold mine promoter and sion took place at a dinner given the
lives in Albuquerque, N. M., approachconferees by Chairman Hitchcock.
ed V. I. Bell, the depot master, yesFrom a social standpoint, the visit
story
terday and related a
of an "af- to Colorado Springs was a very pleas- fable stranger" and a lost ticket, he ant one. The conferees toasted and
got less than the usual amount of banqueted while they were sawing
sympathy accorded to travelers
ln wood. Mr. Luna was ln an automotrouble at the Union depot, says the bile directly behind the machine In
Kansas City Times.
which H. O. Bursum and W. E. Mar"I bought a ticket In Albuquerque tin were riding when thrown out ln
to Chicago from a man who said he the Garden of the Gods. He says that
waa a stranded ball player and I " the oceupants of the car saved them"A scalper's ticket, eh?" said Mr. selves from serious accident by JumpBell, sternly.
ing.
"Yes, I 'spose so. I had a lot of
Concerning politics In New Mexico,
trouble with it and when I got here Mr. Luna says that victory awaits the
I met a man on Union avenue who grand old party ln New Mexico as well
toM me he could sell It for me. So as in the United States, and that a
I let him have it to take to a
briber liepubllcan victory means much to
he said he knew. I've been waiting the territory.
for him a long time now and I don't
believe he's coming back."
LARGE OPKNINO NIGHT
"Well, It's Just possible he's not,"
CROWD AT CRYSTAL.
replied Mr. Bell. "I'd advise you to
the
What was without a doubt
buy a straight ticket over there at the largest opening night crowd that has
window and hang on to,' ft."..
yet attended witnessed the first preAnd that Is what the '
sentations of the new bill at the Crysdid.
tal last night. The opening pictures
consisted of a Colorado scenery film
and the new Edison story of life In
SHOWING "MACBETH"
the slums called "Honesty Is the Best
Policy." Both are very good.
comChurles Carrolton, black-fac- e
AT THE SKATING
edian, is tlie comedy portion of the
bill, ami a very entertaining quuntlty,
at that. Despite the fact that Mr.
Tonight and tomorrow, night the Carrolton had a hard one to follow
comedian
moving picture lovers of Albuquerque in Mr. Dale, the black-fac- e
will be given a most pleasant treat In of the last bill, he made good with
that line at the skating rink. The the audience. His extemporaneous
by verses were apt and hit at everybody,
event will be the reproduction
d
and
moving pictures of "Macbeth,"
though they were
presented by that great Shakespear- no bad feeling was created.
ballad,
ean actor, John MuCullough, and no
Scottle has an Illustrated
doubt large numbers of the lovers of "Since You Culled Me Dearie," very
Shakesperaean tragedy will turn out pretty.
and
to witness this costly production. The
In the fine novelty acrobatic
balancing act of the
film for the production Is quite an
d
expensive one, more so than the ordi- llellefonts the house has the most
nary ones, and in such demand is the hlirh cIhks feature It has offered ln
film that the management had to go some time. Each and every feat of
to quite a little trouble and extra ex- these artists Is a hard and difficult
pense to procure it. Besides the re- one. Mile. Belief nt Is a little won-- j
production of "Macbeth," "The Little der herself.
Chimney Sweep" and "Locked Up,"
The concluding pictures snow me
one a sentimental picture and the oth- wisdom and usefulness of our friend,
er very comical, will also be thrown the dog, and a funny time caused by
e
on the canvas. Mr. .Ho hoi ley will sing two Jokers fashioning a
several illustrated songs, Including snake out of cloth and seating the
"Tell Me Why, Little Girl," and neighborhood with It.
"Honey Time." both of which make
a hit with the crowded houses each Twenty-Fiv- e
Cents Is the Price o
evening.
Peace.
The terrible Itching and smarting
Incident to certain skin diseases, l
UNIVERSITY TO HAVE
almost Instantly allayed by applylni
Chamberlain's Salve. Price, ti cents
LIBRARY BUILDING For sale by all druggists.
WALTOV8
KOD.V
CE CREAM
OHI O STORE.
Hoard Orders Ailertislng for IUcIm
FEE'S GOOD ICE CTtKAM AND
It Will Cost Nearly gH.tiOO.
White native bran rlcliear bran
The board of regents of the Uni- ever wild, $1.5 per hundred. Clean
versity of New Mexico, at a meeting
milling wheat. K. W. Fee, 03
held yesterday, decided that they 601 8. 1st. IMione 16.
could afford to epend between $7,OU0
and f 8,U0u for a library building, and
Dr. Wroth, a member of the board,
was Instructed to tnuie plans and
specifications for a building and let
the construction to bids. The style
of the new building has not been decided upon yet but it is believed that
it will be in keeping with architectural lines of the other buildings of ihe
institution. The only restraint placed
upon Dr. Wroth, in letting the convm
tract for the building, is that the
the amount
cost does not exceed
named.
That the University is to get a library building this jear is more of i.1
accident than the result of any determined plan. After paying for the
new administration building, which s
now ln course of construction, thi
board will still have a few thousand
SUNDAY
dollars of the money raised recent'y
by a bond Issue. The bund Issue wa
specifically for the purpose of Improvements, and, as the board cou'd Gamo Start at 3 O'clock.
not epend It In liquidation of any of
Its debts, it decided that the money
could not be spent In any better way
than for a library.
HOTEL DENVER
The contract was let yesterday for
Corner (second and CoaL
the plumbing and heating of the new
Boat $1.60 per day noose la 4
administration building. This build--wi- ll
4 city; km est rates, week er
cost tit, 000 complete.
month. American plan. Aooom- oHKla lions Up top. Come.
You can save money on Uiat bill of
lumber if you buy from the Superior
Lumber and Mill Co.

OF OUT-DOOFURNITURE
R

THE

I

v

.

ROY STAMM RETURNS
FROM

DENVER

I RIP

balance of our stock of
Porch and Lawn Furniture Rockers, Chairs, Settees,
in Old Hickory, Arts and Crafts,
Bentwood and Willow, will be
sold this week at the Greatest
Bargain Prices yet.
Furnish your porch and
lawn attractive'y and comforte
ably with
furniture
with prices less than usual prices
of inferior makes.

..,.

4'-'.V7vr--.,-
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high-grad-

0

Call and See Our Line

sat-Isli-

doctor-promot-

THE NIGHT

t

RIO RS

KOOMS 4 AND 5 HARNETT ULDO.
Hours

9 to

cago; W. N. Tipton, Los Angeles; L.
The Colombo prayed to two packed
I Lyon. Denver; V. 8. M.era, Cuba;
The program was
O. H. Swanson; C. Relnken, Belen; houses hist night.
C. R. Baldwin; C. E. Davenport. San interesting from start to finish and
was much appreciated by the audFrancisco; L. Mason, San Raphael.
iences. A complete change of program will take place tonight. "The
Night Riders of Kentucky," the featCraig
ure film, promises to be very interA. W. Hansen, Ogden; M. L. Zimmerman, Kansas City; A. A. Jones. esting, as it deals with present day
Jonesboro; RobL Hragney, Kansas troubles ln the Blue Grass state. The
City; Mrs. Black and family, RIncon. film shows the strenuous efforts of
the riders to prevent the Kentucky
farmers from growing tobaoco.
Grand Central.
Two very comical pictures, "The
J. D. Cook, C. H. Ward, C. R. Casey.
Lottery Ticket" and "Will GrandfathLas Vegas.
er Forgive Us?" are said to be laugh
creators.
Two pretty illustrated songs,
FKK'S COOI ICE CRKAM AND which have
never been sung here beICK CREAM SODA.
WALTON'S fore, will be included in the change.
Iltt'U STORE.
Our shirt and collar work Is perTlte rapid Increase In our business fect. Our
la
la due to good work and fair treatthe proper thing. We lead others
ment of our patrons. Hubba
follow.
LMPERUL LACNTOIY CO.
JT-MS-

H

1

1

2 to 5 P. M.

A. M.

TELEPHONE

7 to 8

P.M.

1079.

omcmomouomomomomomowomQmo

50c

50c

FOR ONE MONTH

DevJitt

CLAIRVOYAN

T.

50c
Courtney

The most eminent, nccuriite an re!i:Mc Trmee Clairvoyant In the
world has permanently located In your clt), and If you are in doabt or
Mrnm all affairs of life
trouble rail and see htm. )' -- iw
liove. Law, Marriage, Dlvorcv. Minii.a. l.cxi l. i c and changes of all
kinds. One visit will convince you of the miun of this wonderful
man, and that yon ran obtain hnpplnesa, contentment and success
through following hi" uilvlce. SOS U Ceitiritl Av?imc. Rooms 5 and B
Honrs, 0 to It a. m., 8 to 8 p. in. Phone 749.
I

11-

er

RL

u

Phone
No.

74.

Good

good-nature-

hand-to-han-

et

Delivered

Peerless Iceland Freezer
"Makes the best grade of Ice Creaml
in the least amount of stime."

Santa Fe

TRACTiON PARK
JULY 26

?S?ZS

w

SIZES FROM 1 QUART
TO 12 QUARTS

REFRIGERATORS
Tongs, Ice Picks, Ice Chisels,
Refrigerator Pans, Lemon Squeez-

Ice

ers, Ice Cream Dishers, etc.,' etc.

RA ABE & M AUGER
U5-M-

N. FIRST ST.

7

BASE BALL Bargains!
Bargains!
Barelas Grays

AT

A. FRANK,

DR.-CHA- 8.

make-believ-

Auloiitohiliiix Is All Kllil t inier favorable I'onditioiiH. He Nu)i, liul
He I'refers a Train.
Roy Stamm says thai making un
overlan.i trip to Denver in an automobile is all right, but it has Its
drawbacks, and he will use the train
in the future,
Mr. Stamm returned to the city
yesterday from Denver, where he
went last week with E. E. Bliss, making the trip in a small auto. They
were eight days on the trip and had
many and varied experiences. Mr.
Stamm says that Glorle.a hill waa the
though
worst obstacle they struck,
muddy roads retarded their progress
much of the way. He believes that
with fair weather, the trip can be
made in five days. Mr. Stamm returned home by rail and says that he
thinks that Mr. Bliss will come the
ame way, should he return.

-

ALBERT FABER

i

Sec'y and Gen. Mgr.

President.

First and Marquette

SPELLING MATCH

lliey Report

Lommori & Co.

323 S. Second St.
Phone 791
These light paydays it will pay you
to look for bargains, and right here
Is where you will find the biggest
bargains hundreds of them.
NEW STORE
ltc
lie sun bonnets
to
tl.tS shirt waists
NEW STOCK
60c girls' dresses.
J1.75 men's shoes
tl.St
13.00 ladles' oxfords
tl.tt
4 large boxes matches
8a
Groceries, Vegetables & Fruits
c
Loose raisins, lb
Large cans tomatoes
.10c r
Men's Furnishings
And hundreds, of other bargains at

CASH

BUYERS1 UNION :

122

Nnh Scod

Genuine Imported No. 1 Lucca Olive
Oi'. Guaranteed PURE J

j jt

Itlu Grande Valley lauU tsx

Uou't Forget The
ALBUQUERQUE

PLANING

Mill

JOHN BORKADAILE
ileal Estate and InveHmenU

CoUeect Rents of City Kealty
Office, Corner Third and Gold Ave.
Hltone 54ft
Alboaeraae. K. M

THE OLDEST MILL I.V THE C1TV.
When in need of sanli, door, frame,
Our work la RIGHT
every de
etc Screen work a Hpeoialty. 400
Booth First street. Telephone
!.
pertinent. II u bos Laundry Co

rAGE SIX.

FRIDAY, JtXY 21,' loo
last year. The condition of the crop
on July 1 was 8b. 6 per cent of a norms!, as computed Willi 81.3 on Juy
1.
I:'i;, Mi. 7 on July 1. moil, anl
r
sti.u, the
aveiage on July 1.
FiuX The acreage of flax is estimated as 2,6u7,UUO acres; that is, 7.2
per cent, or 20 7,000 acres, lens than
last year. The condition of the crop
on July 1 was 92.6 per cent of a nor
mal, as compared with 91.2 on July 1
l;i7. 9J.2 on July 1, l'JUti, and 90.0,
the av rage on Ju y 1 for five years.
The acreages a.s compared with last
year and condition compared with a
normal, respectively, in the most
states, are; North Dakota, 90
93; South Dakota, 105,96; Minnesota,

REPORT OF CROP

THIS SHEATH GOWN SHOUTS NOT

Mr. B usieess Man

ten-yea-

CONDIHONS
JULY

1

Corn. Wheat, Oats and Hay
ArcMaintalnlng Normal
Average.

July

1:

The preliminary

Corn

m reage planted

the

estimate o'

in corn id
acres, an Inclease of l,u6j,U'id

O

acres, or 1.1 per cent, as compared
with the final estimate of the acreage
Iihanted last year.
The average condition of the cor i
crop on Juiy 1 was 82.8 per cent of
a normal, as compared with su.i on
on July 1, liU9.
July 1, 1MU7.
average oi
and 85.6, the ten-ye-

July

1.

Wheat The av rage condition of
spring wheat n July 1 wa-- s 8U.4 per
cent of a normal, ad compa'ed with
Jto.O last month, 87.2 on July 1, 1907.
91.4 on July 1, 1DU6, and 87.6, the
leu-yeaverage on July 1.
The average condition of winter
U.6
v H a! at time of harvest was
a compared w ith 86. U on June 1, i
7i.3 at harvest. 1U7, 85.6 in 1906,
and 8U.2, the average at time of harvest , for the past ten years.
Tne average condition on July 1 of
spring and winter wheat combined
aa 83. y as compared with 89.4
nvjnh, 81.6 on July 1. 1U7. 87.8 on
Ju'7 1, 19U6, and 82.9, the ten-yeaverage.
The amount of wheat remaining on
farms on July 1 Is estimated at 6.3
per cent of last year's crop, equivad
lent to 33.797.UOO bushels, as
with 54,853,000 on July 1, 1907,
and 42,012,000, the average for the
past ten years of the amount on
farms on Juiy 1.
Oats The average condition of the
oats crop on July 1 was 85.7, as compared with 92.9 la.- -t month, 81.0 on
July 1, 1907, 84.0 on July 1, 1906.
92.1 on July 1, 1905, and 87.5, the
ten-yeaverage on July 1.
Barley The average condition of
barley on July 1 was 86.2 per cent of
a normal, as compared with 89.7 last
month, 84.4 on July 1, 1907, 92.5 on
July 1, 1906, and 88.3, the ten-yeaverage on July 1.
Rye The average condition of rye
on July 1 was 91.2 per cent of a nor
oml, as compared
with 91. J laat
month, 89.7 on July 1, 1907, 91:3 on
July 1. 1906, and 90.1, the ten-ye.average on July 1.
Hay The average condition of the
ay crop on Joly 1 was 92.6 per cent
of a normal, as compared with 96.8
last month and approximately 82 on
July 1, 1907. The condition of timothy on July 1 was 90.2 per cent as
compared with 82.2 on July 1, 1907,
average on July
stnd 86.0, the ten-ye1; clover 95.5 on July 1, as compared
with 76.4 on July 1, 1907, and 84.0,
average on July 1.
he ten-yeThe condition of the apple crop on
July 1 was 87. 6, as compared with
6.0 on June 1, 44.0 on July 1, 1107,
average on
and 62.2, the ten-year
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Potatoes The acreage of Irish pois estimated as 3,198,000 acres,
that Is, 2.4 per cent, or 74,000 acres
moro than last year. The condition
of the crop on July 1 was 89.6 per
oent of a normal, as compared with
t0.2 on July 1, 1907, 91.5 on July 1,
average
If 06. and 91.6, the' ten-yeon July 1.
Tobacco The acreage of tobacco lj
estimated as 763,000 acres, . that Is,
7.0 per cent, or 58,000 acres, leas than

tatoes

ar

Kice The acreage of rice Is esti
mated as 65.), 600 acres, that is, 4.5
per cent, or 2 8,300 acres, more than
last year. The condition of the crop
on July 1 was 92.9 as compared with
88.7 on July 1, 1907, und 8i.2, the av- eruao on Julv 1 of the na-s-t nine years,
Tho acreages as compared with last
vewr and condition compared with a
normal, respectively, for the import
ant rue plates, are. sjoulh Carolina,
106, 88, Louisiana, 109, 95; Texas,
92. 91.

Sugar Cane The average condition
..114. ir cane on July 1 was 91.7, as
i h
9f.3 on June 1, 92.8
0 n, pared
011 July 1, 1!'U7, and 89.3, the average
The
011 Ju,y 1 of the past sx years.
condition on July 1 In the most important sugar cane states was: Louisiana 93, Alabama 88, Georgia 90.
Sugar Beets The average condition
of sugar beets on Juiy 1 was 86.9, as
compared with 86.2 on June 1, 91.2
on July 1, 1907, and 83.7 on July 1,
1906. The condition ou July 1 in the
most Important stales was; Michigan
87, Nebraska 90, Colorado 85, L'lali
92, California 85.
Hops The condition of hops on
July 1 was 83.8 per cent, as compared
with 89.6 on July 1, 1907, and 94 on
July 1, 1906. The condition on Juiy
hop males
1 .11 the most important
was: New York 85, Washington 82,
7.
Oregon 81, California 8
According to a Hawaiian commercial authority, the sugar crop of the
Hawaiian islands for 1907-- 8 is likely
to be as large as any crop ever harvested iheie. A comparison of the
estimated production this year for all
the concerns for which estimates are
presented, with the actual production
of tile same concerns last year, given
a total of 433.100 tons for 1907-- 8
Conagainst 3St,01 J tons for 1906-cerns for w h eh no estimates for 1908
ure ghen produced in 1907 54.605
short tons. If these should merely
produce as much this year as they
the total estimatproduced in 1906-ed production for 19.07-- 8 would be
487.705 short tons. The authority
cited says the indications are that the
present crop "will closely approach
490,000 short tons the largest crop
in the .history of the Industry."
It is added that "the weather has
been ideal for harvesting." that "mill
work has proceeded uninterruptedly,"
that "transportation facilities have
been excellent," that there has been
"very little storage of large quantities of sugar," and that this fact, combined with greater care In manufacture, has prevented much loss from
deterioration of sugar in transit. The
grinding season, it Is said, will be
shorter than for many years past,
and this will mean diminished cost of
manufacture, while prices are high.
The shipments of sugar out of the
new crop are said to be much larger
than had been made at a corresponding date in 1907.
Darning stockings Is drudgery most
any time, but much more. so during
hot weather. Tou can avoid a good
deal of this by buying our "Black
Cat's hosiery, because It wears so
splendidly. All sixes for men, women
and children. Prices range from 12 H
to 60 cents. C. May's Shoe Store, 214
West Central avenue.
of

7.

7,

.

Just Kxnctly Right.
"I have used Tr. King's New Life
Pills for several years, and find them
Just exactly right," says Mr. A. A.
Felton. of Harrisvllle. N. T. New Life
Pills relieve without tho least discomfort Best remedy for constipation,
Mllou .ness and malaria,
25c at all
lea'ei- -
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BOYS

RUN

RELAY

FOOT

RACE

"r??tL?r

1000

mr , 'war'

GREATEST

MILES

This

a period nf
art of women's dress.
gown
Take the sheath
for Instance.
It has creatpil n furore abroad. It is
the object of horrified protest here at
homp.
It is the extremity of the extreme, hut. after all, the principle Is
praiseworthy.
It Is a break In the
years old monotony nf the little
changed gown.
Here, for Illustration, U a sheath
gown to which the most fastidious
spinster In the world could not take
reasonable exception. It is stylish, It
Is now, it has good lines that are not
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Is ess'-ntliillIn the

REPRESENTS

DANIELS

BEST

IN

THE

SWi

at Olympic (James llus
Developed a Stroke Which Is
the 1'ut.U'sl In L'c.

V

j

i

New York, July 24.

Few athletes
have ever accomplished more, or
shown us much vesatality as has
C. M. Daniels of the New York Athletic club, the world's champion
swimmer, who has Just covered himself with glory again by winning the
water dash at the
Olympic games In Ixindon.
Proficient at some time or other In
almot-- t every branch of sport, he took
as his specialty a branch that was in
Its Infancy, swimming, and developed
through his own s u.ly and observation a stroke that him proved the
most speedy In existence,
He went
out and defeated single-hande- d
the
best splinters In the world.
In five years Daniels has lifted Am- erican swimming from'' the rut in
which it lay and placed il on a pari
w ith
The ta.k was
other nations.
wort hy of a w hole generation of alh-- !
all-rou-

rd

I

many appreciate

the

Goes into the home in the evening and is read there where the whole family 1ns a chance to see it. A morning paper is often carried to the office
by the man of the house, who does not have time to read the ads. but only
skims over the news headings.
We have a large number of letters giving the opinions of big advertisers who use evening papers almost exclusively. We will publish these
letters from day to day. Their views are valuable.

had an unusually hard time of It.
Although he competed frequently and
persistenly for several years, he did
not win a race until Dec. 9, 1903.
d
A
handicap at the New York
Athletic club was captured by him
that evening, and the time, 1 minute 8
seconds, gave the opening glimpse
of tjjat great speed that was to be the
marvel of all people.
In February Daniels placed hli
nrst American record behind him,
and hU career ever since has been
an uninterrupted succession of brilliant victories and record breaking
feats.
In 1904, at the Olympic games In
St. Louis, he estaolished
his first
worlds mark, 2:44
for 220 yards,
and defeated the speedy Zoltan do
Halmay of Hungary.
Kncouraged by this victory, Daniels
went abroad in 1905 to meet the best
Kngllshmen in their home waters.
He came home undefeated.
In December, 1905, he brought
down tho classic
d
world's
record from :58 5 to :67
and
then, in the following March, in the
slow pool of the Missouri Athletic
club of St. Louis, he went that sensational century in 56 seconds flat that
made the uiiuatlc fraternity stand
breathless.
Many foreigners refused to accept
the time as correct, and even after
our fa
champion had shown
his heels to Cecil Healy of Australia,
Zoltan de Halmay of Austria, and i
J. H. Derbyshire of Kngland the
three greattt sprinters of the day
at the Olympic games of 1906 at Athens, thry pretend to doubt.
After his Athens triumph Daniels
paid another visit to England, took
d
the
championship In easy
style, established a new English re
57
of
cord
2.'. seconds for the dis
tance, reduced the 120 and
d
figures
world's
to 1:12 and 1:34
respectively, and licked again
Healy, de Halmay, Derbi-shlr- e
and all comers.
In February, 1907, he negotiated
one mile In 23:40 5 with it, an
performance for a sprinter,
and last summer, on Sept. 7, in the
d
championship of England,
he lowered the world's record for the
distance to 55 5 seconds, a truly
astounding feat, which forced the
skeptical Englishmen to admit the authenticity of this and other figures by
their own timing.

ROTHSCHILD & OO.
Clilni(fi.
"It Is my opinion that the evening
papers are more thoroughly read in
the home and this Is the aim of the
FRED A. SLATER.
advertiser."
Adv. Mgr.

TILE

wonder

of this ach evi mcnt. Amo: loan swimmers, a few years ago, were actually

the laughing stock of foreigners. The
thing was not surprising, because opportunity for development was lack-

Daniels was not naturally strong
As a boy he
and etidurant.
complaint.
nervous
from severe
(Jreat fears were held for his health.
Luckily, he developed a regular passion for outdoor life.
This saved
him.
At 14 he was an experienced and
practiced woodman.
No long trained hand could show a lighter touch
In casting a fly, nor eye a truer aim
in drawing a rifle or pistol bead on Its
target; no foot a surer tread in picking a difficult trail, no arm a more
skillful knack in yeildlng a paddle,

iluiili'x for miles around soon began to
know him, and none was without an
anecdote or two relating to his prowess.
In school days he took up running,
high jumping, pole vaulting, hurdling and weight throwing, and In each

I1AILKY

Cincinnati.
"Best results from evening papers.
The only time I use a morning paper
la Sunday, for Monday's business. Balance of the week the evening papers
do the work to my entire satisfacW. H. SCHRADER,
tion."
Adv. Mgr.

UEASntE BROS.
Erie,
"We consider the evening papers

best by all means, finding by Inquiry
that the people do not have time or
take time In the morning to look a
paper through."
H. T.
LEA-SUR-
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HERBERT RLPP
FROM NEW YORK CITY HALL.

HOW THE GREAT RACE STARTED

STARTING

g

THE BENNETT CO.
Omaha.
"The evening paper Is best! Sure!"
WM. KLUNE. JR.. Adv. Mgr.
CALliENDER, M'AUSLAN A TROCP
CO.

Providence
"We consider the evening paper
better as a general thing, for it
usually the home paper."
WM. C. ELLIOT. Adv. Mgr.

WM. HEVGERER

CO.

Buffalo.
"We do most of our advertising In
the evening papers."
DE P. PORTER, Adv. Mgr.

Genuine American Block
$6.50 per Ton
Handscreened Cerrillos Lump

KINDS

ALL

FARM

MACHINERY

'ni

t

$6.50 per ton
Qaalltylaad Quantity Cumraotfd

WRITE

FCR

WOOD

CANLnfUE

AND WHOLESALE

PRI ES

TELEPHONE

t.

W. H. HAHN & GO.
"FOR CASH ONLY"

150-yar-

5,

100-yar-

Malaria is due to impurities In the bl.xxl which destroy the rich
healthful qualities of the circulation, and reduce it to a weak, watery
fluid
Tne body is then deprived of its necessary nourishment and strength,
and is
unable to resist the countless disorders that assail it, and the geueral system
Buffers in consequence.
The appetite fails, digestion is weakened, chills
and slight fever are frequent, while the sufferer loses energy and
Roils skin eruptions, and some times sores and ulcers follow ambition.
when the
blood becomes deeply polluted with the malarial germs.
Both atonic
and blood purifier are needed to cure Malaria, and S. S. S. is best fitted
for
this work. It is the most perfect of all blood purifiers and at the same time
an invigorating, healthful tonic. S. S. S. goes down into the
circulation
and removes every trace of impurity or poison, and gives to the blood
qualities it needs. It cures Malaria thoroughly and the
because it removes from the blood the germs and poisons
produce the disease, and while doing this tones up and strengthens which
every
part of the ytem. Hook with information aWit Malaria atld auy medical
advtce furuitdied free to all who write.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
health-sustainin-

CO.

"We consider the evening paper the
best medium for department store
advertising."
A. B. PECK,
Adv. Mgr.

100-yar-

MALARIA

T-

D

New York City.
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). Korber & Co.

22

North
Secoai Street

P.MATTEUCCI
MEN'S, WOMEN'S AND
CHILDREN'S SHOES....
Repairing A Specialty.
IOS NORTH FIRST STRICT

"is

THORNTON

PIAU

BIG EVENT

Olympic Games to Ho Hell at Waah-Ingio- u
Next Year If It Can lie
Arranged.

t

SIMPSOX-CRAWFOR-

100-yar-

-t

'

Adv. Mgr.

THE FAIR"

5,

he' excelled, winning many prizes.
Just received a carload of glass. IThe road to success as a swimmer us quote you price. Superior Lumber
did not prove a short one.
Daniels and Mil Co.

I

JOS. HOME CO.
Pittsburg.
"In case of special sales to male
them effective, the news must be published In- - large space the afternoon
before."
GEORGE HAMMOND,

CO.

Cleveland.
"Evening by all means. E'ghty
per cent of department store customers are women. They read th evening papers."
J. S. M'CARRENS. Adv. Mgr.

100-yar-

New Yorker

100-ya-

The Albuquerque Citizen

objectionable. It does not shout at
Jon from ucros the strpet. yet you
will look at It tw'ce and admire It.
This gawn of helg radium shows
a deep hem of crushed raspberry
in set on miter rococo edge.
The satin appears aain nt the elbows and
In the trig little scarf.
The buttons
are large sa.ln ones and the hat '
deep crenm m tllnes with shaded roses
and a tremendous chiffon scarf.
The coat style accompanying it Is
another radical departure.
It la
neither the box effect nor the closer
fitting design tha; has been much in
vogue of late. It is a quaint but
h ippy medium between the two, one
the lovers of the odd and novel will
doubtless hail with delight.
It Is a long and shapeless creation
of Mechlin, dyed a deep corn color,
und falls to a long point at the back.

ve.

ing.

'"

ry

Iswr

Fashions are beenming so extremr.
yes, in a way; but even
the most extreme may be tempered
with an effect which IC not quite so
striking, is decidedly chic and attracti-

let..

WORLD'S

I

jnu say? oh.

N'nt

Y.

Next to having goods of merit to sell is the importance of letting the
public know' that you have them. Here is where careful thought should
enter into the proposition. Much money
wasted by the thoughtless
choice of advertising mediums. In every city is the clever solicitor for
programs, calendars, handbills, and all sorts of schemes in which your ad
may look pretty, but where it is not read, and consequently b :ngs no
returns. When you buy newspaper space you are sure that your advertise
ment will go into the homes of the subscribers and will be read by them
and, if you have Ahat they want, they will come to your store and buv
The same good judgment should govern in your choice of newspapers.
We maintain that the evening paper is the better medium, because it goes
to the home at a time when the entire family has time to read it and plan
a shopping trip for next day

s

90, 98.

The crop repotting board of the
of dtatisties of the United '
department
of agriculture
States
finds, from reports of correspondents
nd agents of the bureau, as follows

bureau

Let us present a few facts on the subject
of advertising for your consideration

sion to hold an American and International meet In this city next year,
K.inilar to the Olympic games now being held in England.
It is the intention of the Columbia
turnvereln to extend invitations
to
participate at the American Olympic
games 10 every turnvereln
in the
United States, to every athletic club,
the Y. M. C. A., and other organizations cultivating outdoor sports. It
is argued that Washington, above every other place In the United States,
is qualified for an exhibition of this
kind, and the Columbia, turnvereln
propose.- - to arouse local Interest In
the matter and request the assistance
of the various organizations In this
city to make the affair a success.
The chamber of commerce and the
board of trude and all the Girmtn societies In the city will h asked to offer their aid In the enterprise, and it
is hoped that by a united efTort the
American Olympic games will achieve
not only national fanvi, but will be
the Mecca for foreign fctnletlc competitors as well.

THE

CLEANER

Cleans any and everything and does
It right. The heat in the southwest.
All he asks is a trial. Clothes cleaned,
repaired and pressed. Just call up
i0. Works. 737 8. Walter.

,, Iluir Dresser and Chiropodist. ..

Bambini, at her parlors
the Alvarado and next door to
JSturges'
cafe, is prepared to give
g,
thorough acalp treatment, do
Washington, July 24. If present
treat corns, bunions and In- plans of the Columbia Turnvereln are
rowing nails.
She gives massage
carried Into execution, and there is
ti.alment and manicuring.
Mr.
every reason to believe that they will
Bambini's own preparation of complexion cream builds up the akin and
be, American athletei and their forImproves the complexion, and Is
eign competitors will have an opporguaranteed not to be Injurious.
She
tunity to demonstrate their valor and
also prepares hair tonlo that cures
prowess on the athle'.lc field, at the
and prevents dandruff and hair falling out; restores life to dead hair;
American Olympic games and Interremoves moles, warts and superfluous
national athletlo outdoor meet, which
hair.
For any blemish of the face
will be held in this city some time
call and consult Mrs. Bambini.
next year.
The first outdoor athletic meet of
IlEST T1IK WORLD AKKORDS.
the turnvereln was held at Rrlght-woo- d
"It gives me unbounded pleasure to
Driving park last Saturday.
recommend Bucklen's Arnica Salve,"
Considering tha short time In which
says J. W. Jenkins, of Chapel Hill, N.
preparations were made, this exhibiyou
looking for something? Re- C. "I am convinced it's the best aalv
Are
tion proved such an unqualified suc- member the want columns of The the world affords. It cured a felon on
cess from ah athletic as well as finanEvening Citizen are for your especial my thumb, and it never tails to heal
cial point of view that the Washingbenefit. It talks, to the people and every sore, burn or wound to which
ton turners have come to the conclu
they talk to you.
it la applied. C5c at all drug stores.
Mrs.

op-po- sit

hair-dressin-
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Some
Reasons

aa

MAJOR LEAGUE

I

BASEBALL

SCORES

Why
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THEY REACH MORE PEOPLE DAILY THAN YOU CAN SEE IN A MONTH

American League.

Won. Lost. P. C.
63
34
.606
37
60
.576
4
SH
.663
F. WANTED Sewing by the day by an
4 6
39
.641 FOR RENT Saddle ponies. Arch
seamstress.
Address
experienced
1694.
Tel.
401
S.
Edith.
Wilson,
4. 41 .but
B. D.
39
48
.448 FOR RENT Large, cool, furnished WANTED
Ladies to call and see our
rooms, 612 N. Second St.
33
61
.38
new styles In millinery at reduced
NlceT"large
furnrlshed
33
.368 FORRENT
6a
prices. Crane Mlllnery and Dressrooms. 309 S. Broadway.
making Co., corner Fifth and CenNicely"
.National League
furnished roomi,
FOHRENT
tral avenue. Ladies' tailoring and
Clubs
Won. Lost. P. Ct
use of bath, central. 410 EaU Cendressmaking.
Apprentices wanted
Pittsburg
34
03
.60i
tral avenue.
WANTED
Anthracite
coal miners at
.683 FOR RENT 4 room furr.ished cotNt York
4a
35
Madrid. New Mexico. Mines workChicago
.678
48
3a
tage, close to shops. 117 Atlantic
ing
to James
Apply
full time.
.62- Philadelphia
43
38
avenue. Apply on premises.
Lamb, superintendent.
4j 43 .617
Cincinnati
rooms for WANTEDFor- -' UTs. Army: Able
46
.462 FOR RENT Large cool reasonable,
38
Boston
housekeeping.
bodied
Rent
men between
unmarried
61
.378
31
Brooklyn
ages of IS and IS; citizens of
Cail at rear. 624 W. Central Ave.
64
.367
30
St. Luu.s
United States, of good character
and temperate habits,
who
can
Western League.
Cluba

Detroit
t. Louis
Chicago
Cleveland
Fhlladcphia
Boston
Washington
New Yolk

c
Decanae The Citizen la a
borne paper. It la either
deUvcret fry earrter M
the beane ar la carried
by the business)
bom
nan whea his day's work
ta dove aad U STATS
THKKK. A morning pa-p- ec
la aaoally carried
down town by the bead
of tbe family and hurriedly read.

i
The Cltlaen la not read
hurriedly, bnt thorough-t-y,
eo that all advertise,
menta recelre then ahare
of attention. It present
tbe store newa a Httle
ahead, giving tbe prospect! Te purchaser thne to
plan a shopping tour for
Hie next morning.

T
Wine advertisers
ize The Citizen

:

patron-

because
they know their advertisements are seen and
read at the home In the
evening, and If they are
offering 'something worthy
of attention, their ad lias
accomplished Its mission.

WANTED

FOR RENT

FOR SALE

peak,

and

The Citizen lias never
given premluina to sub
scrlbers, but la subscribed
to and paid for on Its
newa merits, allowing
that Its subscribers have
money with which to buy
what they want from
legitimate merchi nta.
These are the people
The Citizen Invites to
your store.

z
The Citizen emiiloys a
mau wliose business It ta
to look after your advertising wants. lie will
write your copy if you
wish. If not, he will see
that your ads are "set
up" to look their best
and lie .will attend to
them from day to day.

E
Are you advertising In
The Citizen? Your
are, and are
profiting by it. Do you
think conservative business men are spending
money u here tliey are
not getting results? Get
In the swim and watch
your business grow.
com-petlto-

!
t

ra

N
Is the Best

Advertising
Medium
in

Albuquerque !
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LO.N3

MONEY to LOAN

Davis & Zearing

Furniture, Pianos, Organs Horses.
and other Chattels also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as 110 and as high as
1200. Loans ar quickly made and
strictly private.
Time: One month
to one year given.
Goods remain In
youi possession.
Our rates are reasonable. Call and see us before

The Complete

On

Wngons

tiii; norsKiioi.n loan co.all

Steamship tickets to and from
parts of the wortl.
Rooms S and 4, Grant Bldg.
1034 West Rsllroae" Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES
Open Evenings.

Dn. SOLOMON U BCRTQH
Physician and 8urgon.
mgniana ornce
Seats)
Street. Phone 1030.

lit

DRS. BRONSON

H

line for a g&a or gasoline stove. C
Call and let us show them to you. C

DENTISTS
DR. J. E. KRAFT

It

FOTl RENT 23 room morning house, new and modern ;
will be ready about Sept. 1, '08.
FOK KENT a More rooms,
alxe S5x50 ft.; good location.
FOH SALE Itoomlng house,
18 rooms, doing good bnslnee
centrally located; reasons for
selling.
FOK SALE Modern 8 room
residence, brick, good location,
on terms or cash; 94,000.
Get a Travelers' Accident and
Health Policy. Money to Loan.
M. L. RCinjTT,
219 South Second Street.

ranch, 2 cents a pound.
tle Instantaneous seller. Write at
FOR SALE-- A fine Hardman piano,
once.
Coast Lighting Company,
A
good as new, beautiful tone
2n Tesler Way. Seattle.
chance to possess an Instrument of
unexcelled make at Just half what SALESMAN First class all round
National
hustler to cover unoccupied terriit ta. worth. On exhibit at Whit-son- 's
, At rittsburg
R. H. E.
tory selling staple line to retail
Music Store. 124 South SecPittsburg
3
8 1
Technical knowledge untrade.
ond street. Albuquerque.
Brooklyn
4
2
8
necessary.
to right
Permanent
Batteries: Leever, Young and Ulb-io- FOR SALE At a bargain, a brand-neman. 330.00 weely. Expenses adStevens shotgun, never been
Rucker, Mclntyre and Bergen.
vanced. Frank R. Jennings, Sales
fired. A high grade and thoroughManager, Chicago.
Inquire at The
ly modern gun.
At Boston
R. H. E.
ONE exclusive agent for every town
4
St. Louis
ClUien office.
9. 1
to take orders for
3 TOR SAI.E
8
2
Boston
Everything mut go resuits for men and women; $100
Latteries;
Howell and Spencer;
gardless of cost before July 20, I
monthly or more easily earned;
Steele and Criger.
need the money and the room, aa 1
sample outfit, 250 styles newest
will leave on that date for New
woolens, in handsome carrying case,
Western League.
complete new
a
purcliase
to
York
At Lincoln
free of cost. Opportunity to estabR. H. E.
goods.
This
winter
and
of
fall
stock
8
2
4
Lincoln
lish prosperous and growing busibuy new stylish
your
to
chance
Is
3 10
2
Denver
ness without investment Full Inyour own price. E. Mahar-am- ,
goods
at
Batteries; Hendrix, Jones and Sul
structions with every outfit. Apply
51 West Central.
livan; Ulmstead and Zalusky.
today. The Eagle Tailoring Co.,
Dept. 37.
8
Franklin St., ChiAt Sioux City
R. H. E.
cago.
BARGAINS INACRE PROPERTY
1
4
0
Sioux City
AMBITIOUS
MEN WANTED Why
1
0 4
Pueblo
work for small salary?
Tou can
In 6 and 10 acre tracts, within tw
Furchner. and Shea; Honska and
earn $25 to S160 per day: others
Smith.
miles of the city limits, at 320 to $76
are doing It; you can do likewise.
per acre. Also a ranch of 1600 acres,
If you desire to Increase your salAt Des Moines
R. H. E all valley land, at 330 per acre.
ary and elevate yourself, write for
D.-6 10
2
Moines
our free book. "How to Become a
10 ACHE TRACTS
1
6 12
Omaha
Professional Auctioneer.'
per acre.
Address
Batteries: .Nelson, Witherup and On Fourth street, at 360proportional
Chicago School of Auctioneering.
Weigart; Jackson, Hollenbeek and Other small tracts at
Bldg.. Chicago
prices. Money to loan on approved
Gondlng.
Address
security.
WANTED High class salesman for
Feline J. Gurule.
New Era safety accounting systems
Room 19. Armljo Block. 304 West
for banks, merchants and profesCINCINNATI PLANS
Central Avenue. Albuquerque. N. M
opportunity.
sionals.
Wonderful
Plew A Motter Co., 2513 WabaHh
Ave., Chicago.
GREAT SOUTHERN FAIR exhibit of waterways, devices and
AND AGENTS t t t
SALESMEN
suggested
there
that
methods. It Is
$50.00 per week and over can be
ho prsi tHil a monument to be raided
made selling New Campaign Nov
Would Commemorate Peace Between by popular subscription. The unveilelties from now until election. Sells
ing of this monument would take
North and South Willi Big
to stores, county fairs, picnics and
nlace at the ouenltiK of the celebra
Kxhlbit.
private families. Complete line of
tlon In May, 1915, the fiftieth annisamples, chat pes prepaid, for 60c.
Cincinnati, July 24. A movement versary of the restoration of peace.
Order today. Chicago Novelty Co.
each
to celebrate the
of Unlike expositions of the past, would
60 Wabash Ave., Chicago.
the south
peace between the north and south state renresentln
WANTED A real genuine salesman.
by holding In 1915 a great Southern have Its own building In which Us
a man who has ability and who will
resources, things of human Interest
exposition In Cincinnati and dedicatwork for us aa hard and eonscien-tousl- y
ing a southern peace monument in and particular forms of amusement
aa he would for himself, to
would be found.
this city, was launched at a special and entertainment be
represent us exclusively In Arlsona
restricted as to
meeting of the chamber of commerce. and no state would
and New Mexico. We have a large,
the magnitude of Its exhibit."
The proposition was given enthusiaswell known and In every way first
tic approval by the members of the
class line ef Calendars, Advertisstock exchange. At the close of the Help for Those Who Have Stomas
ing Specialties and Druggists LaTrouble.
meeting one of the leaders In the
bels and Boxes, and our line la so
movement said:
doctoring
twelve
for
about
After
attractive and varied that each and
"A Southern exposition arfd some years for a bad stomach trouble, an'
every business In every town in the
sort of memorial or monument Indi- spending nearly five hundred dollar
country, without regard to else, can
cating Cincinnati's affection for the tor medicine and doctors' fees, I par
be successfully solicited. Our goods
south is assured."
chased my wife one box of Chamber
are very attractive, but no mora ao
and Liver Table
A formal report was presented In Iain's Stomach
than our reasonsble prices, and we
support of the Idea, various reasons which did her so much good that ek
know from the experience of others
given why such a celebration should continued to use them and they hav
who have been and ara now In our
be held In Cincinnati, and summing done her more good than all of tb
employ that any bright hustling
up Its probable character, said:
medicine I bought before. Stmai
man who has good average ability
"As to character, scope and plans, Boyer, Folsom, Iowa. This medicine
and Is wiling t work can make
these are matters for future consid- Is for sale by all druggists. Sample
with us from $60 to $110 per week.
eration. It may take the form of an free.
Must be ready to commence work
at onre. Commissions liberal. Our
company was organised In 18t. We
are capitalised for $300,000.
We
WITH AMPLE MEANS AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES
state this aim ply to show that we
are responsible and mean business.
If you do. It 111 pay you to write
Sles Manager, Merchants Publish,
lng Co., Kalamasoo, Mich. Enclose
this advertisement with your appliOF VLHUQUERQUE. X. M.
cation.

MARRT your choice. Particular people, everywhere, introduced without publicity; no fakes; details free.
Address, A. C, box 1331, Los

a,

Oal.

Ix-agu-

w

n;

212-11-

lntrodaca SOPASTE to
factories, railroad shops, etc. Removes grease dirt quickly; Immense
aalaa; amastng profits.
Parker
Chemical Co., Chlcage
MARRT your choice. Particular peo.
pla, everywhere. Introduced without
publicity; no fakes; details free. Address, A. C, box 1338, Los Angeles,
Calif.
AGENTS WANTED We want life In
surance agent at various points In
the territory.
Previous experience
not necessury. This Is an agent's
company and every awi'
chance, liberal contract and
no barriers to recognition of merit
and Industry, We provide tS. m
efficient and only practical
eratlve system of assisting agents.
Call on or write Southwestern Un
derwriters Co., General Agents, Oc
ddentnl Life Building, Albuquer
que, N. M.

AGENTS

MALE

s

al

BANK

TI1E5

COMMERCE

Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation
and Solicits New Accounts

CAPITAL. S150.000
orricena and diector
SOLOMON LUNA, President
STklCKLER. Vice President and Cashier
W. J. JOHNSON, Assistant Cashier
William Mcintosh,
J. C. Baldridge,
O. E. Cromwell.
A. M. Blackwell,

W S.

KILLthe COUCH
no

CURE thz LUNGS

Dr. King's
New Discovery

I

Oc ft I. on
Trial Bottle f r
A J At . T"nCAT AND 10NG TROUBLES,
m.
.1(11.7 HM U A J T 1 W A ty'ffl
ITT A T.

.

Very Serious
It U a very serious matter to ask
for one medicine
wrong one given
reason we urge
to be careful to get

and have tbe
you. For tb.it
you in buying
the genuine

ft,

SOS

n

J. ALGER,

IX D. ft.

Anointments made by
West Central Avenue.

LAWYERS
R. W. D. Bryan

First National I tank BalMbas
Albuquerque, N. M.

IN RANCHES.

E. W. DORSON
Fifteen acrea of very good land
under Irrigation, four mllea storth
of town, well fenced with barbed
wire and cedar posts; 1730.00
cash.

Attorney at

Iw

Office, Cromwell Block.
Albuquerque, N. M.'

IRA M. BOND
Attorney at

Fifty acres first class Irrigated
land, three miles from the city,
nnder high state of cultlvMlon.
fencedjivtth bnrbetl wire nntl
cedar posts; prlee per ncre, 175.00.
i.u-g-

Pensions, Lund Patents, CopyrlgMa
Caveats, letter Patents, Trade
Mark. Claims.
S3 F Street. N'. M., Valilngton. IX 4k
Til OS. K. D. M ADDISON.
Attorney

.'4

at Law

Office 117 West Gold Avenwa

acres of rtrsi class
land, located four mllea
north of town, 50 acres under
cultivation (lust year was planted
In tvlieat), well fenced with four
aires and cedar poets, main ditch
runs through lam!, title perfect.
Price for Hie whole iroct, for a
Thw
short time ' only $8&o.u.
is a snap for somebody.
About
Irrigateal

A.

100

MONTOYA

RerJ Estate

Public

and Loans.

JOHN W. WILSON
Attorney

at Law.

,

(Referee in Bankruptcy.)
Office phone 1173. State NatiocsaJ
Bank Bldg. Albuquerque, N. M.

ARCHITECT
r. W. SPENCER
Architect
Phoate

1221 South Walter.

INSURANCE

Netary

115 W. Gold Ave.

B. A. SLEY8TKR

Insurance, Real Eatatsv Notary
PabUe
little forethought may aave you
no end of trouble. Anyone who make
12
Rooms
14. Cromwell MoaaV
and
It a rule to keep Chamberlain's Colic,
Albuquerque, N. M. Phone 1S0
remedy at
Cholera and Diarrhoea
hand knows this to be a fact For
- A. E. WALKER
oJT
sale by all druggists.
Fire Insurance
A

'

Secretary Mutual Building Issnstiialfi.i
S17 Went Central Aveana.

VETERINARY
WILLIAM B EI .DEN,
v'i
Veterinary.
Surgery and Dentistry a SpeelaJ
402 South Edith Phone 406.
1

NOTICE.
Notice Is hereby given that a meeting of the stockhojders of the Albuquerque Eastern Railway Company,
on September 1, 1908, at 2 o'clock
p. m , at the general office of the
company In the city of Albuquerque,
New Mexico, has been called by the
Board of Directors, for tho purpose
of taking Into consideration an agreement of consolidation and merger of
the Santa Fe Central Railway Company and the Albuquerque Eastern
Railway Company, and taking a vote
by ballot, for the adoption or rejection of the same, and for the transaction of any other business that may
bo brought before the meeting.
W. E. HAG AN,

Secretary.

ht

The reputation of this old, reliable medicine, for constipation, indigestion and liver trouble, b firmly established. It does not imitate
other medicines. It is better than
others, or it would not be tbe favorite liver powder, with a larger
sale than all others combined.
SOLD Cf TOWN

144

Office hours, 0 a. m. to 12:M a
1.S0 to f d. nx.

Office,

MORE BARGAINS

Liver Medicine

"RICK

for

mone

KDMUND

cago.

WANTED By Jobbing house, men to
sell rups, linoleum, etc., on commission. Men calling upon small trade
Comparatively
little
preferred.
weight or bulk to sample. Care
"Linoleum." room 1201, No. 108
Fulton Htreet, New York.
WANTED Salesman, experienced In
any line, to sell general trade in
New Mexico.
Liberal commissions
with 336 weekly advance. One
salesman earned $1,263.(1, hie first
two months with us. The Continental Jewelry Co., Cleveland, Ohio
It Can't Re neat.
The best of all teachers Is experiC. M. Harden of Sliver City,
ence.
North Carolina, says: "I find Electric Bitters dors all that's claimed
for It. For stoaiach, liver and kidney
troubles It can't be beat. I have tried
It and flfid It a most excellent medicine." Mr. Harden la right; It's the
bent of all medicines also for weakness, tame back and all run down
conditions. Best too for chills and
malaria. Sold under guarantee by all
dealers. 60c.

Black-Draug-

WITH

hLP

hay fever sufferers, I have
found a liquid that cures. If you
want free bottle send six cents In
stamps for postage. Address T.
(iorham, Grand Rapids, Mich. 476
Shepard Bldg.
WANTED Traveling men and solicitors calling on druggists, confectioners, etc.. covering Albuquerque ana
surrounding territory and states, to
carry our celebrated line of chocolates on good commission basis
Bowes Allegretti, 36 River St.. Chi-

ASTHMA,

Dental Surgery
Rooms a and S, Barnett
Over O'Rlnllv'a nn a
Appointments made by

Attorney at Law

SALESMEN

1
3

!!.

!; Residence

Offloe

$2.25

cxxxxxxxxxxxxxxrjtrxjtxTxxxx)

tht

Chicago
6 9
New York
3 7
Dutt tries: llanuels, Owen and Sullivan iNjrth, Chcsbro and Kleinow.

BRONSOH
UnmeofWthle Physicians aad bm
geooa. Over VamVe Drug fecv

(XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

Miscellaneous

English.

20S W. Gold Ave.
Have the finest thinln the oven

PHYSICIANS

M

H

House Furnishers

PRICE

write
read
For
Won. Lost. P. C.
Information apply to Recruiting OfGood
49
37
.670 FOR SALE OR TRADE
AGENTS WANTED To sell guaranficer, 203 E. Central
Ave., Albumountain wagon. 203 East Cen38
60
.668
teed safety rasor; prlxe 60c; big
querque,
N.
M.
Morgan's.
tral. Inquire at
47
41
.634
profits; every man who shaves buys
WANTED
The Royal Highlanders
6 room brick, large lot,
60
44
.631 FOR SALE
one.
Standard Supply Co., 2017
are the "staunchest craft
sails
61
88
Highlands, 317C0. Elder, 9 Armljo
.427
Whitman at., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Rethe fraternal sens" the "Great
Bldg.
66
32
.368
serve Fund society" These are WANTED Agents, either sex. earn
FOR SALE Household goods of ev360 to $100 per week selling extimes when conservative people ar
YlisTlvKDAY'S UAAIES.
ery description cheap. 200 South
quisitely embroidered pongee allk
buying
We
fraternal
Insurance,
need
Broadway.
patterns,
patterns, dress
waist
more men in New Mexico;
several
drawn work waists. National ImAmcriuau League.
FOR SALE 26 canary bird. Apply
will pay excellent salary end libBroadway,
porting Co., Desk D,
Old Town P. O.
At Washington
11 U. IS.
eral commissions to those who are
New York.
Washington
4
i FOR SALE 4 rooms, closet, pantry,
capable. Need one married man
0
4 10
Detroit
city water, porches screened, 11050.
whose wife can assist him. Write, AGENTS wanted for the most rapid
Batteries:
Johnson and Warner;
aa
selling household necessity
Easy payments like rent. Elder,
giving details. E. W. Pearce, State
Willett and Schmidt
9 Armljo Bldg.
Dept., 609 S. High., Albuquerque.
earth. Every woman buys one on
sight Bend 10 cents for sample
FOR
SALE Best transient and
At Philadelphia
and full Information to Bales ManR. H. E.
rooming house In the city. Inquire
ager, 112 Brlnckerhoof Ave., Utlca,
2
Cleveland
0 4
44.
Box
WANTED Capable salesman to cov
'
Philadelphia
New Torh.
1
1
4
driving
er New Mexico with staple line.
SALE Fine buckskin
Batteries: Rhoades and X. Clarke; FOR
30 days' credit.
HONEST AGENTS
cheap.
High
buggy
commissions,
harness
horse,
1100
and
with
Vickers and Schreek.
New circular ready. Soaps selling
monthly advance. Permanent posiMS South Edith.
better than ever. W.1te. Parker
tion to right man. Jess H. Smith
modern cottage;
At New York
R. H. E. FOR SALE
Chemical Co., Chicago.
Co., Detroit, Mich.
Highlands;
walks;
cement
lot;
full
Chicago
6
8 1
classified
PER wTVRb'Inssrt
$2,000.00; email cash payment, bal- WANTED Live, energetic men
for
New York
2
6
2
ads. In 31 leading papers In U. 8.
pay
Why
rent?
rent.
agency
"Inance
like
exclusive
territory
of
Butteries:
Walsh and Sullivan;
Hat.
AdvertisSend for
The Dake
dex" Kerosene Burner converts
Elder, 9 Armljo Bldg.
Lake, Hogg and Blair.
ing Agency, 427 8outh Main street,
coal oil Into gas gives one hunSecond game
R. H. E. FOR SALE Crabapples at Foraker'a
Loa Angeles.
dred candlepower burns on man-

Clubs
Omaha
iSioux City
Lincoln
Denver
Pueblo
Des Moines

made-to-measu- re

I

PERSONAL PROPERTY

AEMRJI5LNG CLVRS
CFAttERICA CONVENTION

KMSAS CITY

;

'

Chamberuun's Colic, Cholera and BaV
arrhoea Remedy Would II
Saved Him S 104.OO.
"In ISO I had a very severe attaeal
of diarrhoea," aaya R. N. Farrar 4
Cat Island, La. "For several weska
Osi
I was unable to do anything.
March 18, l07, I had a similar
1
tack, an took Chamberlain'e OoUe
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy whtasj
gave me prompt relief. I consider at
OS 3? tat bsat medicines of Its kiavet
ia ta world, and had I used M
1M) bailer It would have saved an
a nuuurea oouar doctor's bill." Said
by a'.l druggists.
An

4

advertisement

In

Tbe

Clti-

-

zen Is an Invitation extended to
all our readers. We Invite m
large majority of the people to
your store.

Resolved that all ordera for
supplies of any and all kinds
and for all purposes be made oat
on the regular requisition blank
of the Irrigation Congress pro- vlded for that purpose, and said
requisition must be signed by
chairman of the auditing com- mlttee, or In his absenea by tbe
acting chairman; that all MM
Incurred
mast be pro party
vouch ered before payment and
audited at any meeting of the
auditing committee,
by tbe
chairman of aald committee, or
In his absence by the acting
chairman.
BERfTROLD SPITZ.
Chairman.
D. MACVHERSON.

GEORGE ARNOT.

PAGE EIGHT.

AT.nUQUKKQtTH

do rourt

THE GOOD POINTS OF
OUR SHOES ARE VISIBLE

PERSONAL.

MILLINERY!
Regardless of Cost

Miss Lutz
208 South

DOVE SEASON
IS NOW ON!
Get one of our Game Law Cards.
We carry all Popular Brands of
;

SHELLS AND SHOT GUNS
Have you seen the nsw Remington?

s.

s. F,rt

Montezuma Grocery 4 Liquor Co.
COPPER and THIRD

Domestic

Groceries

and

Liquors

Pure Lucca Olive Oil a Specialty. Liquor by the
Glass or Gallon. Heer by the Hottle or Case, Family
Trade Solicited Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Call, Phone or Send for Solicitoi.

Wi

DATTFDnN
I rt I I LnJUll

Phone 1029

L,VERY AND
311-31-

omm

stable

Witt SllvirAvinoi

3

.Should you fail to receive The
(evening
Citizen, call up the
Postal Telegraph Co., telephone
No. as, and your paper will be
delivered by special meiwenger.

Albuquerque,

by us ,,

Establish.',! UU

M. M.

ested In farming In their home town
an, are Just here In the city visiting
nns spent at the
friends. Vesti-rdain the Highland.
I'utehln resi
The camper-leav! for their home
he latter pint of thl week and are
making the wholo trip overland.
Mr. ami Mrs. F. II. Kent. Mrs. E.
I.. Medler mid Miss Spnuldlng returned to the city last night from a
month's outinij on the Rio Pecos.
They drove uvrlan and camped out.
Why be bothered cooking this warm
weather when you can secure already
prepared cooked roast pork, pork
loaf, veal loaf, boiled eggs, cottage
cheese, iongues, potato salad from the
San Jose Market.
James H. I'u' tt. buyer of supplies
for Phelps, Dodge & Co., with offices
in New York City, Is here the guest
of his brother-in-law- ,
J. C. Ottman,
of the Alvaialo Hot; ling company,
and after spending a few days in this
city will have for the east, taking
the daughter of Mr. Ottman. Miss
Selma, with him as far as Topeka,
where she will visit wiih her grandmother. Mr. Puckett Is Just returning to the east after a tour of the
camps belonging to his company,
where he has been familiarizing hlm-sr- lf
with what they need, he being
the official buyer for his firm.
In the office of M. E. Porter, photographer at 210 South Second street.
Is exhibited a beautiful
d
photograph measuring about 8x12,
which shows the Valley ranch at Valley Ranch, N. M., a popular fishing
resort In the mountains. The view Is
a work of art. The photo was taken
from the cliffs opposite the ranch
house and the coloring is most beautiful. The view shows the ranch
nouse, surrounding tents, green
e
In tile foreground ami the beautiful mountains in the back, making
It one of the most beautiful scenes
of the kind ever brought to the city.
Harry i'auison tuday told of an attempt made at 3 o'clock Thursday
morning to rob the house of his parents. Mr. and Mrs. II. C. Paulson, 408
North Arno street. Mr. Paulson says
that he was aroused by a noise al the
front of the house. He listened, and
in a few minutes he saw the form of
u man appear at the back door. The
man cut a small hole In the screen
door and stooped down as though to
unrasten the latch. Believing thnt
the man was a thief, Mr. Paulson
(luietly got out of bed and secured a
revolver which was In a dresser In
the room. The gun was not loaded
and In loading it Mr. Paulson dropped
a cartridge, on the floor. The man,
who had continued to work quietly
at the door,, became alarmed at the
sound of the falling cartridge and ran.
According to Mr. Paulson, the man
wore a dirty slouch hat, dark trousers and was In his ihirt Bleeves.
1

Cantaloupes today at the Hart Jose
Market.
Bread from six bakeries at the
grocery.
Mr. and Mrs. J)hn Monty of South
Walter street have as their guest Mias
KJith M union of Laguna,
V. J. Itankin of the Southwestern
rrc e: and Ice company, U In Gallup, N. M., on business for the firm.
ltev. J. Randolph Carver, of Es- tnncia, will preach at the Presbyterian
church Sunday morning at 11 o'clock.
Before you get hungry place an or- ler with the Richelieu Grocery.,
J. Mltchner, of the National
Arc
Light company and formerly of this
city, Is in town on business fot his

cvtn'rg.

All kinds of conked meats at the
Sun Jose Market.
E. S. Parker returned to the city
yesterday from l,ns Vegas, where he
weni on bus.ness concerning insur-

ance.

Al Soell of the Southwestern Brew,
lng company of this city left this
morning for Clovls. N. M., on business for the company.
Mis t'lura Wilson, who has been
visiting friends in Kelly and
for the past six weeks, return,
eu to the city last night.
The German picnic will be held this
Sunday at Kwartzman's grove. The
wagons will leave Red Men's hall at
8:30 a. m. and at I p. m,
W. W. Hahn left on the limited today for Long Beach, Cal., for a short
visit to. Mrs. Hahn and children, who
are spending the summer there.
Dr. Fro J Pettit and family, accompanied by J. C. Clark of the Simpler
shoe store, departed Wis morning for
a week's vacation at Hear canyon.
All poultry received by the San
Jose Market Is shipped In alive, hence
stock Is always fresh and firm. Today they have spring ducks, broilers
'
and hens.
When you go on that trip to the
mountains buy your lunch good at
the Richelieu.
Dr. E. J. Alger, the dentist, and
Sam and Ed Pickard left this morning for the Valley ranch on the Rro
Pecos for a fishing trip. They expect
to return to the dty Monday next.
Miss Miriam Cook, daughter of Rev.
Fletcher Cook, arrived in Albuquerque a few days ago and expects to
make her home In this city. Miss
Cook has been teaching In California.
A party consisting of Mrs. William
Black. Miss Pilshen and others are 'n
the city from Moriirlty spending the
week and are camping up In
the
Highlands. The party are all lnier- Mag-dale-

Second Street

and

KAPIIS

Nathan Jaffa, territorial secretary
of Sautu Ke, is a' visitor in the cl y
today and departs for his home this

Most pleasing array of Fashionable and Seasonable
Millinerynow on display. Absolutely n thing exempt in
this wholesale reduction of prices.

Imported

PA KA(1

fir nr.

We .are! going to close out our entire stock of SUMMER MILLINERY and the prices will be the most unusual ever offered before to our customers.

i
i

South Second Street.

Fitted
S

The board of county ronirnivioner
completed it work aw a board of
eiinii7.,lti'Hi by dispo.-tinof the pro- tot runes of th" Moiit.auma Trust:
com puny, 11. W, .Schultx and Trinidad'
Uubaldoii. The county commissioners'
sustained the assessment of 40,000.1
In the matter of Schultx, who failed
to make a return and was assessed;
for Ho'), the board reduced the
amount to (.0. Uabaldon was as- -'
on 1,100 head of sheep, but ap- pearrd before the county with a cer-- j
tlfkate showing that he had been assessed on 1,600 sheep In Valencia
county. The Bernalilo county assessment was stricken from the assessment rolls.
The commissioners appointed
the
following as delegates from Bernalillo
county to the' Sixteenth Nat'onal Irri
gation congress: K. I Medler, O. N,
Maximo
Marron, J. E. Matthews,
Chaves, I.,orenzo Grady.
Elds for sprinklers were opened.
Bids were received from the Mcin
tosh Hardware company for six different kinds of sprinklers ranging In
price from $313 to $490. The only
other bid was that of J. Korber St

hand-colore-

foli-ug-

PCP

I

VE-IA-

I

CLEARANCE SALE

t
'

Francisco I'erea brought suit for
t,000 against the Albuquerque Traction company today for injuries he
alleges ne received March 13 on West
Central avenue at the Intersection of
Fourth street. In his complaint Perea
alleges that he was driving along
the avenue when a traction company
managed, collided
car. unskillfully
hit vehicle, throwing him to the
ground, hurting his left side and ribs.
J. VV. Van Cleave and Errltt Van
Cleave, trustee, brought suit against
K. M. Sandoval today asking Judgment on a promissory note for $400.
B. D. Sampsel was made defendant
In a suit for $408.78 filed In the Bernalillo county district court by Attorney R. w. D. Bryan. The plaintiff In
the action alleges that the defendant
is Indebted to him this amount on a
house building contract.
Itching pllen provoke profanity, but
profanity won't cure thenv Doan's
Ointment cures Itching, bleeding or
protruding piles after years of suffering. At any drug store.

JTTI
1

b.

ht

--

turnouts. Rest drivers
the city. Proprietors of Sadie,"
the plrlnc wagon.

EXTRA

SPECIAL!

100 Boys Wash Suits, Sailor and Russian
Blouse Suite, Worth $1.50, $1.75 and $2.00

Your Choice $1.25

:

122 S. Second

119

Wr.

CO.

Cold

!

On all your purchases now, as we are determined to close our entire stock of
Summer Goods.

SIMON STERN
The Central Avenue Clothier

GOOD REASONS
GREA T MAJESTIC
WHY YOU SHOULD BUY THE

THE GREAT MAJESTIC.

MALLEABLE

AND

COAL IKON

CHAR--

H

RANGE

jjj Lasts
J
-- T

I

MJt5TIC

MUKTIC
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THE GREAT MAJESTIC.

Longer,
Heats
Water,
Heats
it
0
jjj Quicker, Uses Less Fuel,
Bakes Better, and gives
better general satisfac- tion than any other range
on the market.
More

W

H

JJ If you will call

at Jour
stors, we will prove
thase facts to you.

Wagnef Hardware Co
CENTRAL AND FOURTH

We have just received a carload of

Carriages
Buggies
Light Spring Wagons

!

New Rink

I

Most Ptpular
Place in Town

As we are crowded for floor space we are making

SPECIAL LOW PRICES
We can save you money on any style or grade vehicle you want.

Peter Shuttlcr Wagon
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ALBUQUERQUE CARRIAGE CO.
FIRST AND TIJERAS

COMPANY
New Moving Pictures

BIG REMOVAL SALE OF

Trimmed Hats and

MACBETH
THE

CUMNE
LOCKED

SVOTR
UP

Millinery Goods

Good Music

Prices the lowest i:i the City. Karly
orders will receive special attention

OPEN MORNING, AFTERNOON and EVENING

BIG SALE SATURDAY
Riding Habits and Dainty Dresses
for Kair Week. Special Attention
millinery orde-paiJ to
out-of-tow- n

eTITwashburn

MONEY
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NUBBS LAUNDRY CO.
MILLINERY

WE CAN SAVE YOU

?nTroP

RAM BROOK BROS.
112 John St.

'

CRANE

In Suits, Trousers, Underwear, Shirts and
Hosiery are still here in large varieties.

b.

TONIGHT

is in full swing. Genuine bargains are
being given to the public on all SUMMER-WEIGHT
CLOTHING for Men
and Boys. We advise an early purchase as the best patterns will not
last long.

GREAT BARGAINS

Ise-- it
work on shirt waists
Ilulibs laundry Co.
SATURDAY'S SPECIAL SALE.

Phone Site.

For First Class Work and Prompt Delivery

UOXXXXXXX300COOOOOC

have plenty of goods lett.

For the

Highland Livery

Central Ave.
Albuquerque

WHITE WAGONS

Oar Qreea Tag Sale has been as successful as ever, but owing to a heavy stock we

ni Iron lie

STAGE TO JEMEZ LEAVES 211
The reason we do so much ROUGH
DUV work Is because we do It right WEST GOLD EVERY MORNING AT
and at the price you cannot afford to 5 O'CLOCK.
have It done at home.
IMPKRIAIi LiAUNDRY.
Ktirrettsful advertising means a
prosperous business. The Citizen
reaches all elassea.

Just received a lare shipment. Haven't room for them,
and are making special low prices this week to move them

The Diamond

UT,

10c
12Hc grade of peas, per can
5 cans of string
2"c
beans
10c
12 He grade of jam
6
65c
cans of tomatoes
8c
Chow chow, per bottle
10c
3 lbs. of whole wheat flour
There Is nothing nicer for gems
than whole wheat flour.
Extra standard Cala pears, per
15c
can
25c cans of Curtice Bros, berry
preserves
20c
11c
Force, per pkg
15c
Sweet potatoes per can
Large cans of oysters
15c
20c grade of fancy salmon in flat
15c
cans
5C
scouring soap
2
25c
cans of sauerkraut
12 Vic pkg. of pitted prunes
10c
16c
i lb. pkg. of cocoanut
l'5c
Cereal coffee, per pkg
lOo
12Vic pkg. of sago
6 pkgs. of Korn Kinks
25c
A good part of the enjoyment
of 6 cans of deviled ham'.
25c
your vacation depends on your footMAZE.
THE
wear. Buy a pair of cool, comfortaVM. KIKKK, Propr.
ble white Oxfords the kind we sell.
T..ey are cheap and easily kept lookTOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
ing nice. Prices $1.60 and $2.00. C.
May's Shoe atore, 314 West Central FOUND Stray colt. Pay for ad In
avenue.
Citizen and secure Information. J.
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MID-SUMM- ER
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SALE STILL ON

I

Co., 1434.

CHAFING DISHES
Palace

THE GREAT
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I

Men's Dress Shoes and Oxfords, $2.50 to $5.00
Men's Work Shoes,
1.50 to 3.50
- 1.75 to 5.00
Women's High Shoes,
1.50 to 4 00
Women's Low .Shoes, Shoes and Oxfords lor Children, 1.00 to 2.00

:
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Lense Grinding Done on the Premises

Any prospective buyer can see them at a glance.
Outwardly they look good to the eye, inwardly they
feel good to the foot, and financially they are easy on the
pocket book.
1'romises are something to be done in the future.
Facts are something done
ure truth.
We are talking facts.
Try our Shoes and see the facts.
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L. BELL CO.

5n

Uptic-lession
Assures you alwohiw c. unfurl in UIuhsps UimiuhJ
BtttBtR 0PIIC4L CO., rXCLUSIVt

iTCENTRAL Av)

J.

ftlUDAY, JULY 24,

tres trouble rov

ifiTwS Our Vast Experience

5-i-

CITIZEN.

CRANE MILLINERY
Corner Filth arid Central.

s

COMPANY
Phone 944,

Finest Ice Cream
and Coldest Soda
in the City

Good
ROOM and BOARD
$4.00

a Week

Up

Plumbing and
Heating Co.

MRS. M. E. NORRIS
110 East Coal Avenue

412 West Central Ave.

B. H. Briggs & Co.

THIRD STREET

DRUGGISTS
ALVARADO

PHARMACY

Corner Gold Ave. and 1st St.

HIGHLAND PHARMACY

Vann Drug Co

Standard

PIIOXK

Bring U Your Prescription

J

Meat Market
Frrah and Salt
Steam Saiuage Factory.

Ml KlntU of

KM Ik KLKlXAYOItT
Masoulo Bulltllng. North Third

Mrl
Street

uocon diu.

Do you know

Occidental Building

61

what thi meanaT U
not a.k our driver, to explain N to
too.
EHFEJU.VL LAUNDRY.

